
Cruci-Fiction  and
Resuscitation
A paid advertisement in a campus newspaper declaring Christ’s
resurrection a hoax was deeply disturbing to its readers. This
essay raises 9 problems with the ad and answers them.

This article is also available in Spanish. 

The title used above was the headline of a paid advertisement
in  a  campus  newspaper  from  a  major  university.  Allegedly
written  by  a  university  student  named  “Daniel,”  the  ad
appeared as a result of Resurrection Week on that campus in
the spring of 1997.

I received a copy of the ad in a letter from a long-time
friend of my son. He was angry, confused, and scared by the
article. He opened his letter by saying, “This is one of the
most  upsetting  articles  that  I  have  ever  read.  This  paid
advertisement’ has contradicted everything that I believe in.
It makes a mockery out of the way I have chosen to pattern my
life. It even frightens me.”

In  this  essay  we  are  going  to  address  the  misleading
statements and half-truths found in the article. A few days
after receiving this correspondence, I took the article and
broke it down into nine significant errors or issues raised by
the author. My procedure will be quote each half-truth or
misleading statement, then address it.

I do not presume that this brief treatment will completely
answer  all  of  the  objections  raised  by  the  “paid
advertisement,” but these thoughts were a great help to my
son’s friend as he took a deeper look at his faith. I trust
that they will be equally helpful to you.
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Christian Scholars and the Bible
Problem #1

“Have you ever wondered why so many biblical experts are so
skeptical about Jesus’ resurrection’ and why even a growing
number of Christian scholars and theologians are heard saying
that  his  resurrection  is  not  so  central  to  Christianity”
(“Cruci-fiction”).

It appears that Daniel is only interested in going to those
“biblical experts” and “Christian scholars” that support his
position. It is no secret that there are a number of Christian
scholars who hold a low view of the Bible and the deity of
Christ,  i.e.,  they  do  not  believe  in  the  veracity  or
trustworthiness of the Scriptures or the deity of Christ.

They very often question not only the deity of Christ and His
resurrection,  but  also  the  Trinity,  His  uniqueness  as  a
Savior, and His second coming. They also tend to discount hell
as a place for eternal damnation and consider sin as only a
mistake. They see guilt as being of no consequence because it
is imposed on humanity by those who would enforce a strict
moral code of conduct.

Daniel’s comment about Christian scholars and theologians not
considering  the  resurrection  of  Jesus  being  of  any  real
importance  is  a  ridiculous  notion  that  denigrates  the
uniqueness of Jesus and ultimately places Him on the same
plane as Buddha, Krishna, or any other “holy man” in history.
Jesus is totally unique and that distinct difference is based
on His resurrection in bodily form. Without the Resurrection,
there is no salvation for we are still in our sin.

Next, we will look at Daniel’s assumption that there were tens
and possibly hundreds of “gospels” in existence at the time
the church selectively chose the Gospels of Matthew, Mark,
Luke, and John as a basis for understanding God’s truth, along



with his assertion that the Apostle Paul fabricated these
writings to alter the truth.

Numerous Gospels
Problem #2

Now we are going to look at the question of the canon: just
where did the Bible come from and how can we know that it is
trustworthy?

Our antagonist, Daniel, continues by making this statement:

“Since preachers have often failed to inform the people of
what  really  happened  in  events  surrounding  the  so  called
resurrection,’  I  will  make  an  attempt  to  give  the  most
possible accurate picture. Our information source will be the
four surviving gospels even though they have been carefully
selected by the Church from a pool of a multitude of gospels’
tens, possibly hundreds. . . . The four surviving gospels were
edited  and  corrected  over  time  to  best  fit  the  doctrines
worked out earlier by Paul” (“Cruci-fiction”).

There  is  no  doubt  that  there  were  a  number  of  “gospels”
circulating during and after the first century. But, Daniel’s
problem is that he does not have an understanding of how the
Bible was canonized. There were several ways various writings
were judged to be authentic. If they failed in any one area,
they were suspect overall.

First, for a gospel or other book to be considered authentic
by the early church, the author must have been an Apostle, one
who had been with Jesus during His ministry.

Remember that Jesus promised His disciples the Holy Spirit
would enable them to remember His teachings so that they could
communicate  them  accurately  to  others.  He  said  to  the
Apostles, “These things I have spoken to you, while abiding
with you. But the Helper, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father



will send in My name, He will teach you all things, and bring
to your remembrance all that I said to you” (John 16:25-26).
Jesus, who is absolutely reliable, believed that what the
disciples wrote about Him would be just as true as if He wrote
it Himself. That means that it would be historically accurate.

Second, the book had to be authoritative. Did it come from the
hand of God? The previous passage indicates that a genuine
message from God would come through the Holy Spirit.

Third, is it prophetic? Was it written by a man of God?

Fourth, is it authentic? When in doubt about a manuscript, the
Church fathers threw it out.

Fifth, is it dynamic? Did it contain the life-transforming
power of God?

Sixth,  was  the  book  received  and  used  by  the  people  and
considered to be authentic and authoritative?

Daniel uses Irenaeus as a source for the idea of tens, even
hundreds, of possible gospels circulating in the first century
and  subtly  implies  that  he  (Irenaeus)  questioned  their
authenticity out of hand. However, we know that Irenaeus,
according to historical documentation, gave credence to the
four Gospels of the Bible.

Irenaeus was a student of Polycarp, Bishop of Smyrna, had been
a Christian for eighty-six years, and was a disciple of John
the Apostle. Irenaeus wrote the following regarding the four
Gospels of the New Testament:

So firm is the ground upon which the Gospels rest, that the
very heretics themselves bear witness to them, and, starting
from  these  (documents),  each  one  of  them  endeavors  to
establish his own particular doctrine. For as there are four
quarters of the world in which we live, and four universal
winds, and as the Church dispersed over all the earth, and



the gospel is the pillar and base of the Church and the
breath of life, so it is natural that it should have four
pillars,  breathing  immortality  from  every  quarter  and
kindling the life of men anew. Whence it is manifest that the
Word, the architect of all things, who sits upon the cherubim
and holds all things together, having been manifested to men,
has given us the gospel in fourfold form, but held together
by one Spirit (Against Heresies III).

It seems as if Irenaeus would probably differ with Daniel on
this count.

The latter part of Daniel’s statement, “The four surviving
gospels were edited and corrected over time to best fit the
doctrines worked out earlier by Paul” holds no water as well.

Daniel makes it seem that Paul was the official editor of the
New  Testament  and  that  nothing  made  the  canon  unless  he
approved of its inclusion.

Daniel seems to overlook the fact that the books of the Bible
were decided upon by Church Councils and not individuals.
Plus, there is an overwhelming amount of manuscript evidence
to help the inquiring student to recognize that there was no
wholesale editing of the Gospels. (For more information on
this,  see  the  Probe  article  Are  the  Biblical  Documents
Reliable?)

Remember these manuscripts were being used daily by the Church
and those using the Scripture were contemporaries of Paul. If,
in  fact,  he  had  edited  or  distorted  the  writings  of  the
Apostles,  he  would  have  had  his  hand  called  (see  Acts
17:10-11) and would have been ostracized. The fact is, it
didn’t happen.

Crucifixion and Prophecies
Problem #3 Next, our antagonist, Daniel, questions the fact
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that Jesus really died on the cross and makes this statement
regarding the event.

“In order to speed up death of the crucified , he ordered the
soldiers to break the legs of both criminals, but not those of
Jesus” (“Cruci-fiction”).

It appears that Daniel is not familiar with prophecy and, in
particular, those prophecies relating to Jesus’ death. Psalms
34:20 says, “He keeps all his bones; Not one of them is
broken.” The fulfillment of this prophecy is found in John
19:33 where it is said, “But coming to Jesus, when they saw
that He was already dead, they did not break His legs.”

The Romans were not novices when it came to crucifixion and
death. They knew a dead person when they saw one. It seems
that Daniel cannot accept this possibility.

Problem #4

“But one soldier thrust a lance into his side. How can one see
that a person is dead without a careful close inspection of
signs of life as heartbeat and breathing? How many times are
people pulled from water, fires, car wrecks who appear to be
dead, but then are resurrected?’ And if the soldier saw that
Jesus was dead, why the lancing? No reason for it.

 

“Moreover, Romans never lanced the crucified. If the soldier
did not get special orders from Pilate and if he was only a
bit suspicious that Jesus was alive (as he had all reasons to
be), he would have broken Jesus’ legs like anyone else’s, no
preferential  treatment.  It  seems  that  the  lancing  (was)
observed  only  by  a  mysterious  anonymous  witness”  (“Cruci-
fiction”).

Once again Daniel is allowing his bias to overtake his lack of
understanding of the prophecies surrounding the Crucifixion



Zechariah 12:10 says, “They will look on me whom they have
pierced.”

John 19:34 offers the fulfillment of this prophecy. It reads,
“But one of the soldiers pierced His side with a spear.”

Daniel is caught up with the notion that Jesus did not die on
the cross, but seemed to have fainted and was resuscitated at
a later time, thereby ignoring some basic facts regarding the
death of Christ. There is no record that any of the onlookers
questioned the fact of Jesus’ death; also the centurion gave
testimony of the death of Jesus to Pilate (Mark 15:44).

Furthermore, the piercing of His side confirmed that Jesus was
indeed dead. But, equally important is the fact that from the
wound came both blood and water. John 19:34 35 gives us an
eyewitness account of the effect of the piercing. We read that
blood and water poured from the wound, but had Jesus been
alive at the time of the piercing, strong spurts of blood
would have come forth with every heartbeat. Instead, we are
told  that  a  semi-dark  red  clot  was  seeping  out  and  was
separate from a flow of watery serum. These signs are evidence
of massive clotting of the blood in the main arteries and,
therefore, proof of death.

Problem #5

Next in our analysis of Christ’s crucifixion, we are going to
deal with several problems about which our antagonist, Daniel,
attempts to create doubt. In doing so, we catch Daniel using
poor logic to make his case against the Resurrection.

Daniel continues by observing that the lancing of Jesus was
“observed only by a mysterious anonymous witness which appears
only in John’s gospel (and) was the author’s initiative to
correct the previously written three gospels which did not
document any such lancing” (“Cruci-fiction”).

Each of the gospel writers had different interests: Matthew



was a tax-collector; Mark was the son of Mary and close to the
Apostles; Luke was a physician; and John was a fisherman. Each
of these men likewise had a different perspective in their
Gospel narrative. Luke, although he was a physician, wrote his
Gospel as a historical account. John offers the reader no
account  of  the  birth  of  Jesus,  His  baptism,  or  His
temptations; it tells us nothing of the Last Supper, nothing
of Gethsemane, and nothing of the Ascension, to name just a
few omissions.

However, if we are to use Daniel’s logic we would have to
discount all these facts because they were not mentioned in
all four Gospels that “survived the editing of Paul.”

Genealogies of Christ
Problem #6

“When Matthew and Luke were independently editing the earlier
Mark’s gospel, they knew that its contemporary critics pointed
out that the Messiah must come from David’s line and Mark did
not mention Jesus’ genealogy. So each made up his own list of
names” (“Cruci-fiction”).

Here, Daniel seems to be a bit lazy. Instead of doing a little
research to gain an understanding of Jesus’ lineage, he simply
makes the comment that each writer just made it up to suit his
own wishes.

In Judaism a man’s lineage was his pedigree. It was a matter
of high regard for a Jew to have direct lineage from Abraham,
thereby  proving  his  Jewishness.  The  Gospel  writers  had
different reasons for including Jesus’ pedigree.

As Daniel points out, the genealogies given by Matthew and
Luke are quite different. There are several possibilities for
this occurrence.

Luke includes the genealogy between Adam and Abraham. The



section between Abraham and David is the same in both Matthew
and Luke. However, the genealogies between David and Joseph
are almost completely different. Why is this?

One school of thought is that both genealogies are symbolic
and that Matthew gives us the line of royal descent of Jesus
and Luke gives us the line of priestly descent.

Another school of thought is that one genealogy (Matthew’s)
gives  Christ’s  ancestral  line  from  Abraham  through  Joseph
(Jesus’ legal father, though not His natural one) establishing
Jesus’ legal right to the throne of David. This fits the
Jewishness of the Gospel of Matthew. The second part of this
approach is that the genealogy in Luke traces Jesus’ ancestry
from Mary (Jesus’ physical mother) back to Adam (physical
father of the human race). (There are some minor concerns
about the spelling of some names in this genealogy, but this
seems to be the best answer.) It is also very compatible with
the universal character of the book of Luke.

The fact is that we do not fully know which genealogical
approach is more correct. However, we do know that genealogies
were extremely important to the Jews and the idea of making
them up is preposterous and would have been exposed.

Our next discussion will center on the claim that Jesus did
not die on the cross, but only swooned.

Burial of Christ
Problem #7

“Thus Jesus was taken off the cross after approximately three
hours by Joseph of Arimathea and was buried on his property in
his new tomb that he (Joseph) had hewn in the rock.’ Why
there? Why didn’t Joseph bury Jesus in the ground as most
people were buried, but instead he put him into his own tomb?
Because in the ground Jesus would have certainly suffocated.
Moreover, Joseph knew that he would be able to reuse the tomb



in the future” (“Cruci-fiction”).

It is true that the Romans normally buried those who were
crucified in a pit unless the body was claimed. The body of
Jesus was not claimed by a family member or by one of the
disciples.  They  were  evidently  too  scared  and  feared  the
possible outcome of doing so. It was Joseph of Arimathea who
desired a more appropriate resting place for the body of the
Lord.

Joseph  realized  that  he  had  to  move  quickly  in  order  to
accomplish his goal of burial because the Sabbath was close.
There was no time for elaborate preparations, and Joseph did
what any other believer would have done he made his newly hewn
sepulcher available to our Lord.

The tomb was in close proximity to Golgotha and spared Joseph
and Nicodemus the trouble of preparing a burial site along
with the need to prepare the body.

Problem #8

“What would you do in Joseph’s place knowing Jesus had only
been on the cross three hours and had not had his legs broken?
Exactly what Joseph did. Once dark settled, he took several of
his  servants  and  unrolled  the  stone  to  get  Jesus  out.
According to all expectations, Jesus was alive, so Joseph got
him out and rolled the stone back. Only the next day did the
Pharisees realize their mistake and asked Pilate to guard the
tomb,  by  which  time  Jesus  was  resting  in  Joseph’s  house”
(“Cruci-fiction”).

On the surface this argument sounds plausible. However, it
does not take into account the fact that Joseph fully believed
and recognized that Jesus was indeed dead. If he were to
follow through, as Daniel suggests, by removing the stone and
taking Jesus to his home for recuperation, he would have been
directly disobeying Jewish law.



Jewish law prohibited a Jew from working on the Sabbath. They
had very strict ideas about what comprised work. It is highly
unlikely  that  Joseph  would  have  risked  the  penalty  for
breaking the Sabbath for removing a body that he believed was
dead. For what purpose? To risk the penalty of death for
breaking the Sabbath?

According  to  scholars,  the  stone  that  was  placed  at  the
entrance of the tomb was not only larger than what would
normally be used, but one that would take twenty men to move.
Beyond the above, if Joseph did return with twenty men to
remove the stone and release Jesus, it would be most unlikely
that it could have been kept secret. It is untenable to think
that such a conspiracy would have succeeded.

Likewise, it is ludicrous to suggest that after the Roman
guard  was  posted  and  the  tomb  sealed,  that  evidence  of
tampering–should someone be so foolhardy as to try it–would
have escaped the notice of the highly trained Roman soldiers.
They knew the penalty for failure was death.

Problem #9

“Next we are told that after Sabbath was over women came to
the tomb. Why? To anoint the body with spices as Mark 16:1
says? No! It is not a Jewish custom to open graves and anoint
corpses which have already been buried and which have been
fermenting for two days!” (“Cruci-fiction”).

Here Daniel is correct. However he does not take into account
the special circumstances under which Jesus was interred.

Under  normal  conditions  a  body  would  have  been  properly
prepared with ample time in which to complete the task. Joseph
and Nicodemus had very little time to accomplish their duty
before  the  Sabbath  restrictions  were  imposed.  The  women
sitting  at  the  preparation  site  saw  that  the  process  was
incomplete according to their custom and subsequently desired
to prepare the body in the proper way. Therefore, they made



plans to return after the Sabbath and finish the process by
anointing the body with sweet spices, nard, or some costly
unguent.

Perhaps the most damaging piece of information to Daniel’s
hypothesis  is  the  fact  that  the  grave  clothes  were  left
undisturbed in the place where the body was laid. The body of
Jesus was wrapped from the armpits to the ankles with strips
of linen twelve inches wide. The linen wraps were then wound
around  the  body  placing  spices,  aloes,  and  other  fine
ointments between the wraps. It is believed that a minimum of
seventy pounds of spices were used in the process and as much
as a hundred pounds were used for someone of Jesus’ position.

The grave clothes constituted quite a mass encasing the body.
If we are to assume Daniel’s position that Joseph and several
of his servants took the body, we would expect that they were
concerned about being detected. Therefore, they would have
likely been in a great hurry, and we should expect that the
grave clothes would have been left in great disarray with
spices trailing out the doorway, not to mention that it would
have been difficult to have placed the grave clothes neatly
back on the resting place in the dark while being in a great
hurry to do so.

However,  the  observers  did  not  find  spices  and  wrappings
trailing out of the doorway. The grave clothes were intact,
undisturbed with the exception of the head napkin that was
placed slightly above where it should have been found.

John R. W. Stott in his book, Basic Christianity, makes this
observation:  “The  body  had  disappeared.  It  would  have
vaporized, being transmuted into something new and different
and wonderful. It would have passed through the grave clothes,
as it was later to pass through closed doors, leaving them
untouched and almost undisturbed. For the body clothes, under
the weight of one hundred pounds of spices, once support of
the body had been removed, would have subsided or collapsed,



and would now be lying flat.”

The grave clothes represent an undeniable fact: Jesus was not
bodily or physically removed from their bondage, but He was
indeed raised, transmuted from them in the glorious act of the
Resurrection.

©1998 Probe Ministries.

The Goddess and the Church –
A New Age Deity
Feminism has invaded the realm of theology, elevating the
concept of The Goddess, or Great Mother, as a pantheistic and
occultic paradigm for religion acceptable to feminists, who
find traditional religions unacceptable because of their “male
Gods.”

 This article is also available in Spanish.

The goddess, or Great Mother, has existed since the beginning
of time…it is out of the primordial depths of her womb that
the  Universe  and  all  life  is  born.  Morwyn,  Secrets  Of  A
Witch’s Coven

Reverence for the goddess is becoming more prevalent in our
day. The goddess is embraced by witchcraft, feminism, the
occult, and the liberal church. The New Age that is about to
dawn  upon  us  will  be,  according  to  the  occult  world,  a
feminine age. Likewise, those who hold this view believe that
this current, masculine age has been an age of destruction and
broken relationships among humanity. The New Age with its
feminine  energies  will  bring  balance  to  the  destructive
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aspects of the Piscean Age.

Rosemary Radford Ruether in her book, Womanguides: Readings
Toward A Feminist Theology, states “It is to the women that we
look for salvation in the healing and restorative waters of
Aquarius. It is to such a New Age that we look now with hope
as  the  present  age  of  masculism  succeeds  in  destroying
itself.”  According  to  Starhawk,  a  feminist  and  practicing
witch,  “the  symbolism  of  the  Goddess  is  not  a  parallel
structure to the symbolism of God the Father. The Goddess does
not rule the world; She is the world.”(1)

In order for this feminine age to come into full fruition a
shift in consciousness must take place in the world. This
shift in thinking and perception of reality will bring forth
the goddess.(2)

As  interest  in  the  occult  continues  to  rise  and  gain
popularity in our culture, the goddess becomes more popular as
a deity. The modern woman is at a crossroads in her spiritual
quest. It is imperative that she realize her inherent deity,
her god nature, for she is to be the salvation of humanity.

According to those who hold a belief in the Great Goddess,
Europe was once ruled by a matriarchal egalitarian religion.
Their  belief  dictates  that  Old  Europe  was  a  culture  that
worshiped a matrifocal (mother-focused), sedentary, peaceful,
art-loving, goddess between 5,000 and 25,000 years before the
rise of the first male-oriented religion. They maintain that
this egalitarian culture was overrun and destroyed by a semi-
nomadic,  horse-riding,  Indo-European  group  of  invaders  who
were  patrifocal  (father-focused),  mobile,  warlike,  and
indifferent  to  art.(3)  The  ease  with  which  the  peaceful
goddess  worshipers  were  subdued  confirmed  to  the  war-like
Indo-European invaders their feelings of natural superiority.
The  matriarchal  religion  of  these  early  settlers  was
eventually  assimilated  into  the  more  dominant  patriarchal
religion of the invaders. As these invaders imposed their



patriarchal culture on the conquered peoples, rapes(4) and
myths about male warriors killing serpents appeared for the
first time in their history. The serpent was a symbol of the
goddess worshipers. As the assimilation of cultures continued,
the Great Mother Goddess became fragmented into many lesser
goddesses.

According to Merlin Stone, author of When God Was a Woman, the
disenthronement  of  the  Great  Goddess,  begun  by  the  Indo-
European invaders, was finally accomplished by the Hebrew,
Christian, and Moslem religions that arose later.(5) The male
deity took the prominent place. The female goddesses faded
into the background, and women in society followed suit.(6)

The Goddess and Witchcraft
In the world of witchcraft the goddess is the giver of life.
Jean  Shinoda  Bolen,  M.D.,  in  her  book,  Goddesses  In
Everywoman,  has  this  to  say  about  the  goddess:

The Great Goddess was worshiped as the feminine life force
deeply connected to nature and fertility, responsible both for
creating life and for destroying life.(7)

She  also  proclaims,  “The  Great  Goddess  was  regarded  as
immortal, changeless, and omnipotent” prior to the coming of
Christianity. For witchcraft, the goddess is the earth itself.
Mother  Earth  or  Gaia,  as  the  goddess  is  known  in  occult
circles, is an evolving being as is all of nature. In the New
Age worldview, environmentalism and the ecological movement
play an important part in restoring the goddess. In her best-
selling book, The Spiral Dance, Starhawk says

The model of the Goddess, who is immanent in nature, fosters
respect for the sacredness of all living things. Witchcraft
can be seen as a religion of ecology. Its goal is harmony
with  nature,  so  that  life  may  not  just  survive,  but
thrive.(8)



Witches think of Gaia, or Mother Earth, as a biosystem. They
attribute  consciousness  to  earth  and  believe  it  to  be
spiritual  as  well.  In  other  words,  Gaia  is  a  living  and
evolving  being  that  has  a  spiritual  destiny.  Those  who
practice  witchcraft  take  responsibility  for  Mother  Earth’s
evolutionary development.

The environmental movement of our day is greatly influenced by
those  who  practice  witchcraft  or  hold  neopagan  beliefs.
Witchcraft is an attempt to reintroduce the sacred aspect of
the earth that was, according to their belief, destroyed by
the  Christian  world.  The  goddess  is,  therefore,  a  direct
affront against the male- dominated religion of the Hebrew
God.

Christianity  taught  that  God  was  transcendent,  apart  from
nature,  and  was  a  masculine  deity.  Witchcraft  holds  a
pantheistic view of God. God is nature. Therefore, God is in
all things and all things are a part of God. However, this God
is in actuality a goddess and predates the male God. The
goddess is the giver of all life and is found in all of
creation.

The importance of the Goddess symbol for women cannot be
over stressed. The image of the Goddess inspires women to
see ourselves as divine, our bodies as sacred, the changing
phases of our lives as holy, our aggression as healthy, and
our anger as purifying. Through the Goddess, we can discover
our  strength,  enlighten  our  minds,  own  our  bodies,  and
celebrate our emotions.(9)

For  Betty  Sue  Flowers,  a  University  of  Texas  English
professor, the women’s spirituality movement is the answer to
the male-oriented religion of Christianity. She was a keynote
speaker  for  the  International  Conference  on  Women’s
Spirituality in Austin, Texas, and addressed the conference on
the return of the goddess. According to Flowers,



The goddess is a metaphor that reminds us of the female side
of spirituality. Metaphors are important. You can’t know God
directly. You can only know images of God, and each image or
metaphor is a door. Some doors are open and others are
closed. A door that is only male is only half open.(10)

The Goddess and Feminism
For many in the feminist world, the goddess is an expression
of worship. A growing number within the feminist movement have
bought  into  witchcraft  as  the  central  focus  of  their
allegiance.  Those  who  have  become  a  part  of  the  women’s
spirituality movement reject what they call the patriarchal
Judeo-Christian  tradition,  deploring  sexist  language,
predominantly  masculine  imagery  and  largely  male
leadership.(11)

In a Wall Street Journal article, Sonia L. Nazario stated,
“Women  first  wanted  to  apply  feminism  to  political  and
economic realms, then to their families. Now, they want it in
their spiritual lives.”(12)

To  fully  understand  the  implications  of  the  women’s
spirituality  movement  one  only  needs  to  read  the  current
literature on the subject. The editors of the book Radical
Feminism state that “Political institutions such as religion,
because they are based on philosophies of hierarchical orders
and reinforce male oppression of females, must be destroyed.”

Radical feminists believe that the traditional church must be
dismantled. For example, in her book Changing of the Gods:
Feminism  and  the  End  of  Traditional  Religions,  Naomi
Goldenburg  announced,

The feminist movement in Western culture is engaged in the
slow execution of Christ and Yahweh….It is likely that as we
watch  Christ  and  Yahweh  tumble  to  the  ground,  we  will
completely outgrow the need for an external God.(13)



Many feminists are obviously moving away from an understanding
of deity as an external “male” God who stands apart from
Creation  to  a  conception  of  deity  as  a  goddess  that  is
realized within one’s inner self and is one with nature.

Some extreme feminists in the goddess movement “pray for the
time  when  science  will  make  men  unnecessary  for
procreation.”(14)  The  radical  feminist  see  the  goddess
movement as a spiritual outlet for their long-held beliefs.
According to Mark Muesse, an assistant professor of religious
studies at Rhodes College,

some feminist Christians push for changes ranging from the
ordination of women and the generic, non-sexual terms for
God and humanity to overhauling the very theology.(15)

Perhaps the most descriptive word for the feminist movement is
“transformation.”  Catherine  Keller,  Associate  Professor  of
Theology at Xavier University, in her essay “Feminism and the
New Paradigm,” proclaims that the world-wide feminist movement
is bringing about the end of patriarchy, the eclipse of the
politics of separation, and the beginning of a new era modeled
on the dynamic, holistic paradigm. Radical feminism envisions
that  era,  and  the  long  process  leading  toward  it,  as  a
comprehensive transformation.

Another aspect of this transformation is the blending of the
sexes. The feminist movement seeks a common mold for all of
humanity.  Jungian  Psychotherapist  John  Weir  Perry  believes
that we must find our individuality by discovering androgyny.
He states,

To reach a new consensus, we have to avoid falling back into
stereotypes,  and  that  requires  truly  developing  our
individuality. It is an ongoing work of self-realization and
self- actualization. For men it means growing into their
native maleness and balancing it with their femaleness. For
women, it’s the same growing into their full womanhood, and



that includes their masculine side.(16)

This process sounds more like androgyny (or sameness) than
individuality  and  it  reflects  a  paradigm-shift  involving
nothing less than the reordering of man’s understanding of
God. A shift from thinking of God as male to seeing and
experiencing God as a goddess: the Mother of Life.

The Goddess and the Occult
In the world of the occult, popularly known as the New Age,
the goddess is believed to be resident within the individual
and  simply  needs  to  be  awakened.  In  other  words,  the
individual is inherently divine. Starhawk, a witch who works
with  the  Catholic  priest  Matthew  Fox  at  his  Institute  of
Creation Spirituality, says that an individual can awaken the
goddess by invoking, or inviting, her presence. Starhawk tells
us,

To invoke the Goddess is to awaken the Goddess within, to
become …that aspect we invoke. An invocation channels power
through a visualized image of Divinity….We are already one
with the Goddess—she has been with us from the beginning, so
fulfillment becomes…a matter of self-awareness. For women,
the Goddess is the symbol of the inmost self. She awakens
the mind and spirit and emotions.(17)

Jean Shinoda Bolen, a Jungian analyst and Clinical Professor
of Psychiatry at the University of California, when asked the
question, What ails our society?, put it this way: “We suffer
from the absence of one half of our spiritual potential–the
Goddess.”(18) Individuals who follow New Age teaching believe
that the male-dominated religion of this present age has been
an injustice to humanity and the ecosystem. Therefore, there
must  be  a  balancing  of  energies.  The  male  energies  must
diminish and the feminine energies must increase in order for
the goddess to empower the individual.



The New Age of occultism promises to be an age of peace,
harmony, and tranquility. Whereas the present dark age of
brokenness and separation continues to bring war, conflict,
and disharmony, so it is the goddess with her feminine aspects
of unity, love, and peace that will offer a solution for
mankind  and  circumvent  his  destruction.  For  many  in  our
society  this  appears  to  be  the  answer  to  man’s  dilemma.
However, an occult solution that denies Christ’s atonement for
sin cannot fully meet a holy God’s requirement for wholeness.

For the pagan, the goddess represents life and all it has to
offer. “The Goddess religion is a conscious attempt to reshape
culture.”(19) This reshaping is nothing less than viewing man
and  his  understanding  of  reality  from  a  female-centered
perspective  which  focuses  on  the  Divine  as  being  female.
Therefore,  considerable  emphasis  is  placed  initially  on
feminine attributes, but ultimately the focus is on eroticism
and sexuality.

Women are clearly the catalyst for the formation of the new
spirituality. It is women above all who are in the process
of  reversing  Genesis…by  validating  and  freeing  their
sexuality.(20)

A major part of this transformative process is the empowerment
of women. The rise of the goddess is a direct assault on the
patriarchal  foundation  of  Christianity.  This  new  feminist
spirituality affirms bisexuality, lesbianism, homosexuality,
and androgyny (through the expression of transvestitism).

As this revival of the goddess continues, a growing lack of
distinction between male and female will become the norm.
Jungian Psychotherapist John Weir Perry maintains,

Both current psychology and ancient history point to an
emerging transformation in our sense of both society and
self, a transformation that includes redefining the notion
of what it means to be men and women.(21)



The Bible clearly indicates that men and women were created as
distinctive  beings,  male  and  female.  This  rising  occult
influence  in  our  society  seeks  to  undermine  the  Biblical
absolute that gives our culture stability. Once again the
Bible rings true as it states,

For the time will come when they will not endure sound
doctrine, but according to their own desires, because they
have itching ears, they will heap up teachers; and they will
turn their ears away from the truth, and be turned aside to
fables (2 Tim. 4:3).

The Goddess and the Liberal Church
The message of the goddess has gained a hearing in the church
as well. The philosophy of the goddess is currently being
taught in the classrooms of some of our seminaries. In a
growing  number  of  seminaries  the  student  population  is
becoming increasingly female, and many of these women have a
feminist outlook on life. Mary Daly, who considers herself to
be  a  Christian  feminist,  says  this  about  traditional
Christianity: “To put it bluntly, I propose that Christianity
itself should be castrated.”(22) The primary focus of the
“Christian” feminist is to bring an end to what they perceive
as male-dominated religion by “castrating” the male influence
from religion. Daly continued by saying,

I am suggesting that the idea of salvation uniquely by a
male  savior  perpetuates  the  problem  of  patriarchal
oppression.(23)

Reverend  Susan  Cady,  co-author  of  Sophia:  The  Future  of
Feminist Spirituality and pastor of Emmanuel United Methodist
Church in Philadelphia, is one example of the direction that
Daly and others are taking the church. The authors of Sophia
state that, “Sophia is a female, goddess-like figure appearing
clearly in the Scriptures of the Hebrew tradition.”



Wisdom Feast, the authors’ latest book, clearly identifies
Jesus with Sophia. Sophialogy presents Sophia as a separate
goddess and Jesus as her prophet. The book takes liberty with
Jesus by replacing the masculine deity with the feminine deity
Sophia.  Another  example  of  how  goddess  “thealogy”  (note
feminist spelling for theology) is making its way into the
liberal church is through seminars held on seminary campuses.

One such seminar was held at the Perkins School of Theology at
Southern Methodist University. “Wisdomweaving: Woman Embodied
in Faiths” was held at the school in February of 1990. If one
looks at the schedule of the seminar, it is obvious that the
emphasis was not on orthodoxy. Linda Finnell, a follower of
Wicca  and  one  of  the  speakers,  spoke  on  the  subject  of
“Returning to the Goddess Through Dianic Witchcraft.” Two of
the keynote speakers were of a New Age persuasion. In fact,
one, Sr. Jose Hobday, works with Matthew Fox and Starhawk at
the Institute for Creation Spirituality.

A growing number of churches in the United States and around
the world are embracing the New Age lie. Many churches have
introduced A Course in Miracles, Yoga, Silva Mind Control,
Unity teachings, and metaphysics into their teaching material.
Some churches have taken a further step into the New Age by
hiring  onto  their  staffs  individuals  who  hold  to  a
metaphysical  worldview.

Along with the deception that is subtly gaining influence in
the liberal church, there are a growing number of churches
affiliated with the New Age. These churches, without apology,
teach the Luciferian gospel. They are the seed-bed of the
occult.

It is amazing that while the liberal church will not accept or
believe in Satan, they are willing to embrace Lucifer as an
angel of light. It is interesting to note that the New Age
Church represents itself as the Church of Light.



Whether the individual seeks the goddess through witchcraft,
the feminist movement, the New Age, or the liberal church, he
or she is beginning a quest to understand and discover the
“higher self.” The higher self, often referred to as the “god
self,”  is  believed  to  be  pure  truth,  deep  wisdom.  In
actuality, this so-called “truth” or “wisdom” embodies the
oldest lie in the Book, the lie of self- deification: “Ye
shall become as Gods.” As Christians we must learn to discern
every spirit lest we too become deceived.
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The  Boston  Church  –  An
Abusive Church
Former Probe staffer Russ Wise shows that the Boston Church
Movement has all the marks of a dangerous, controlling cult.
It departed from its roots to become legalistic and abusive.

Church Background and History
The International Church of Christ, also known as “The Boston
Church,” began in Gainesville, Florida, under the leadership
of Chuck Lucas in 1971. It was known then as the Crossroads
Church of Christ, and Lucas was the pastor. Chuck Lucas was
also involved in “Campus Advance,” an outreach program at the
University of Florida in Gainesville. It was there that he met
Kip McKean who later became the founding evangelist and prime
influence  of  the  movement.  Lucas  trained  McKean  in
discipleship based on Robert E. Coleman’s book, The Master
Plan of Evangelism.

In  1976  McKean  and  other  young  men  under  Pastor  Lucas’s
influence were sent to other Churches of Christ with close
proximity  to  university  campuses  to  establish  similar
ministries. Kip was sent to Heritage Chapel Church of Christ
and Eastern Illinois University in Charleston. His success
brought scrutiny to his method of discipleship and many in the
church questioned his use of manipulation and control to reach
new disciples. McKean’s aggressive form of discipleship is
both the source of the movement’s growth and its source of
controversy.

In 1979 McKean was moved to the Boston area and the Lexington
Church of Christ. It was in Boston that his methodology of
subtle manipulation and mind control took its effect on great
numbers of people. The church literally exploded in membership
from 30 to over 1,000 members.

https://probe.org/the-boston-church/
https://probe.org/the-boston-church/


In 1983 the church changed its name to the “Boston Church of
Christ.” In the early 1980s the church sent disciples across
the  United  States  and  around  the  world  to  establish  its
ministry of discipleship, and thereby, to disciple the world.

Because the leadership believed that the biblical model for
naming churches was to name them after the city where they
were established, they named them the Stockholm Church of
Christ or the Dallas-Ft. Worth Church of Christ, etc. They
authorize one church per city. According to figures in 1997,
the International Churches of Christ has planted churches on
every continent,is currently active in 115 countries, has 292
congregations  around  the  world,  and  has  a  membership  of
143,000. The church has been embarrassed in recent years by
the departure of thousands of members who no longer could live
under the smothering control of the church. Ex-members confide
that as many people are fleeing the church’s bondage as are
joining.

According to a Time magazine article, 16 May 1992, the Boston
Church utilizes a “control system” that is designed to focus
all the energies of the member on bringing new people into the
church. Mark Trahan, a former member in New York, said, “All
you think about is recruiting.” It becomes a way of life
inside the group.

Trahan goes on to say that once members leave the church, they
become “marked” people and are shunned by members who are
directed to no longer have any contact with them.

As we continue our examination of the Boston Church Movement,
we will see how it embraces legalism. Legalism often opens the
door to another gospel–a gospel, in this case, that ultimately
says the cross is not enough to gain our salvation.

Church Teaching and Belief
On the surface the Boston Church is much like other Churches



of Christ in relationship to their teaching and doctrine. Both
teach  the  necessity  of  water  baptism  by  immersion,  the
innocence of infants, the invalidity of original sin, and that
musical instruments are not to be a part of worship.

However, the Boston Church and the mainline Church of Christ
differ  on  several  counts.  The  Boston  Church  utilizes  a
hierarchical structure of church organization rather than one
that reflects the independent nature of the local church. The
Boston Church further differs from the mainline body in its
controlling method of discipleship which represents the most
serious concern about the church.

Discipleship, Boston Church style, is a requirement for the
believer. There are no options. Each member has a discipler
and is held accountable to the church by that individual.
Disciples are not allowed to make basic decisions on their
own, but must conform to the wishes of the discipler and
ultimately the church.

Disciples are given direction on every aspect of their lives,
from  church  attendance  and  giving,  to  dating  habits  or
personal relationships, from where to live to their sex lives,
and  a  multitude  of  decisions  in  between.  The  lives  of
disciples are closely regulated and controlled. The leadership
maintains that this is all done for the glory of God.

In an article by Stephen F. Cannon, The Boston Church of
Christ- -Has Mind Control Come to Beantown?, the author gives
us an insight into how the discipling program is structured.
“New  converts  are  discipled  by  older  converts.  The  older
converts are discipled by Bible talk leaders. The Bible talk
leaders  are  discipled  by  zone  evangelists.  The  zone
evangelists are discipled by Kip McKean and the elders.”

McKean  is  the  absolute  leader.  He  determines  “how  far  a
congregation  will  go  in  obeying  the  Scriptures  by  how
consistently  he  corrects  mistakes,  rebukes  sin,  encourages



obedience and by impartially carrying out the instructions of
God . . . the Evangelist must know where the church is in the
eyes of God, where it is headed and what it will take to get
where God wants it to be.”

This type of authoritarian leadership is not supported by
Scripture. Rather, mutual servanthood was the model given to
us by Jesus and Paul (Mark 10:42-45; Luke 22:24-27; 1 Thess.
2:5-12; 2 Tim. 2:24-26). Scripture is clear in its teaching
regarding to whom we are to be accountable: 1 Timothy 2:5
states that Jesus is our mediator, not man.

Baptism equals salvation. As mentioned earlier, the Boston
Church agrees with the mainline Church of Christ on basic
doctrine. Generally, the Boston Church is in agreement that
the  member  must  be  baptized  by  the  Church  of  Christ  by
immersion to receive his or her salvation. However, the Boston
Church goes one step further and says that the member must be
a disciple in order for his or her baptism to count for
salvation.

In other words, for the Boston Church, faith in Christ and His
death for our sins is not enough for the believer to be
acceptable before God; he must also be baptized by the “true”
church  as  a  disciple.  The  Bible,  however,  offers  the
unbeliever a simple option: believe on (trust in, have faith
in, rely on) Christ and you will be saved; that is, the
penalty of sin is wiped away and the person is spiritually
adopted (born again) into God’s family (Rom. 10:9). God does
not place restrictions on us as sinners; He only asks us to
believe and exercise our faith.

Abusive Behavior in The Church
There are many ways for abuse to become a controlling element
in a church body. Later we will look at specific ways one can
avoid deception. But for now, let’s look at a few ways that we
can discern abusive behavior in the church.



Excessive  Control.  A  key  element  almost  always  found  in
abusive  churches  is  a  leadership  that  is  excessive  in
controlling its members. Pat Zukeran, an apologist and an
authority  on  The  Boston  Church  Movement,  says  this  about
control-oriented leadership: “The leader in an abusive church
is  dogmatic,  self-  confident,  arrogant,  and  the  spiritual
focal point in the lives of his followers. The leader assumes
he is more spiritually in tune with God than anyone else. He
claims insight into Scripture that no one else has. Or, he may
state that he receives personal revelations from God.”

Personal Interpretation of Scripture. Another element of abuse
that  usually  accompanies  this  style  of  leadership  is  the
insistence on a personal interpretation of the Scriptures, and
in some cases, even re-writing the Scriptures to underscore
personal ideas and hobbyhorses. This level of manipulation
opens the door to a subtle control that affects how one thinks
and pulls the member more deeply into the web of deception.

The Bible challenges us to seek its counsel rather than that
of men. We are to measure all teachings against the Word of
God. We find an example of this counsel in Acts 17:11 where
the Apostle Paul places himself under the authority of the
Scripture.

Manipulation of Church Membership. Psychological manipulation
is another element of abuse that may be found in abusive
churches. It is most always very subtle and is usually a
highly  skilled  method  of  control.  The  use  of  unwarranted
guilt, intimidation, peer pressure, threats of divine judgment
from God for disobedience, and confessional are among the
methods employed to manipulate the member.

Stephen F. Cannon, mentioned earlier, says that “the chief
tool to keep the flock in line seems to be the doctrine of
personal confession to one’s discipler.” Cannon continues by
quoting Rev. Buddy Martin, of Cape Cod Church of Christ, who
claims that “almost everyone in the Boston Church of Christ



tells their secrets.” Martin further confirmed that “those
secrets are often used against the person if they don’t follow
the party line’ and do what the elders want them to do.”

This  kind  of  manipulation  is  foreign  to  our  Lord,  who
sacrificially gave of Himself for others. Jesus’ example is
one of humility and service, not the dogmatism and arrogance
found in those who would abuse their followers.

One True Church. Another characteristic of an abusive church
is that it often establishes itself as being the only “true”
church. In their methodology all other churches are wrong or
practice  false  doctrine.  The  Boston  Church,  like  other
churches with abusive traits, do not allow for any outside
teaching  that  may  be  contrary  to  their  interpretation  of
“truth.”

Unquestioning Submission. The abusive church demands undying
allegiance to its leadership and its doctrinal positions. It
becomes authoritative on every element and aspect in the life
of the believer. There is no room for another position to be
considered.

Understanding Thought Reform
Abusive churches such as the Boston Church Movement and others
use thought reform as a standard element in their program of
recruitment. The key to their success is the ability to keep
the subject unaware of being manipulated and controlled.

Mindbending  or  thought  reform  is  carried  out  in  a
sophisticated  program  that  incorporates  three  elements  to
bring the desired result. First, those who use thought control
endeavor to convince their subjects that their past is wrong
and that it has negatively influenced their present life.
Second, abusive leaders make every effort to gain control over
the personal wills of their subjects by introducing mind-
altering activities into their normal routine. Third, the goal



of such groups is to alter their trainees’ normal thought
processes and bring them to a neutral, non-resistant state of
mind so that the minds of the trainees can be effectively
reprogrammed.

All thought reform cults use this type of mind control. The
methods  used  include  meditation  techniques,  pray-reading,
chanting mantras, sleep deprivation, and other techniques that
alter one’s conscious awareness of reality.

Once the group has gained control of the new convert’s mind,
an intensive time of reprogramming or indoctrination is begun
to  establish  the  group’s  goals  and  to  begin  the
reinterpretation of “truth” or other beliefs. The key to this
process of thought reform is to keep the subject unaware of
the manipulation that is taking place in his or her mind.

How does thought reform work? Listed below are some of the
tactics used by thought-reform programs according to Margaret
Thaler Singer, clinical psychologist and emeritus professor at
the University of California, Berkeley, and author of Cults In
Our Midst–The Hidden Menace In Our Everyday Lives.

The first tactic is to “destabilize a person’s sense of self.”
In  essence,  cultivate  an  environment  of  community  in  the
individual  that  eliminates  his  or  her  personhood,  thereby
creating an identity crisis within the individual.

The second tactic is to move people to radically reinterpret
their life history, dramatically alter their worldview, and
wholeheartedly embrace a new conception of reality.

And the third tactic used by the group is to “develop in the
person a dependency on the organization, and thereby turn the
person into a deployable agent of the organization.”

Dr. Singer offers six conditions that are employed to gain the
desirable results of thought reform. The first condition that
must be accomplished is to keep the new seekers “unaware that



there is an agenda to control or change” them.

The  second  is  to  control  their  “time  and  physical
environment.” Converts are denied an opportunity to interact
with family or friends, and they are subjected to a schedule
that utilizes every minute of their day without giving them a
chance to find time alone.

The third condition is to “create a sense of powerlessness,
fear, and dependency.” The group systematically eliminates the
individual’s support system. The organization may implement a
system of rigid control that dictates where people work or
live, how they spend their spare time, and other aspects of
personal  freedom,  consequently  increasing  their  sense  of
powerlessness.

The  fourth  condition  is  to  “suppress  old  behavior  and
attitudes.” By creating the right environment, new recruits’
prior ideas about right and wrong become irrelevant as the
group continues to define the approved agenda of thought.

The  fifth  condition  that  must  be  met  is  to  “instill  new
behavior  and  attitudes”  so  the  new  converts  will  readily
assimilate into the organization. A system of rewards and
punishment is instituted to further control. The goal is for
the seekers to accept the new philosophy without question.

The sixth, and last condition that Dr. Singer offers, is to
“put forth a closed system of logic” that deters any ability
to question the authority of the leadership. Such a program
allows no opportunity to express doubt or offer any kind of
contradiction that would bring into question the veracity of
the organization. The individual is always wrong in such a
case and the organization is always right.

These six conditions are utilized to varying degrees by all
groups that attempt to reform a new convert’s thought. It is
no less than subtle brainwashing, and it is destructive in the
long term.



If we are to guard our minds from the enemy and renew them as
the  Scriptures  challenge  us  to  do,  then  we  must  remain
vigilant. We must not allow ourselves to be deceived.

Avoiding Deception
Previously  we  have  dealt  with  the  Boston  Church  and  its
abusive nature. We have also looked at thought reform and how
the cults can use it to control their membership. In our last
segment we are going to look at practical ways that we, as
Christians, can avoid being deceived by those who would entrap
us by false teaching.

Deception is a mainstay of thought reform cults and groups. It
is a subtle form of manipulation that erodes the personal
freedom  of  individuals.  In  an  age  that  has  produced  the
Jonestown and Heaven’s Gate cults, it has become imperative
for us to protect ourselves and our loved ones from those who
would deceive and abuse us. Here are several practical ways we
can prevent deception in our lives.

ONE: Be careful who you share your problems and spiritual
struggles  with.  On  the  one  hand,  you  should  be  open  and
accepting  of  others.  On  the  other  hand,  you  need  to  be
cautious around people you do not know personally because
devious individuals could use the information you share to
take advantage of you. However, if people want to discuss
their problems or their spiritual life with you, keep the
focus  of  such  discussions  on  them  and  off  of  you.  (This
approach will not allow someone, who may be out to solicit you
into  an  aberrant  group,  to  seduce  you  in  a  time  of
vulnerability.)

TWO: Be aware of Bible studies or meetings that are offered
outside of known Christian groups or organizations. If you are
unsure about a particular group, check it out by asking your
pastor or other legitimate spiritual authorities.



THREE:  Sincerity  does  not  equal  truth.  If  someone  uses
Christian  terminology  and  is  accommodating  they  may  be
camouflaging  their  true  intent–deception–by  meeting  your
social and personal need to belong. Remember legitimate groups
are up front and more than willing to identify who they are
and what they are about.

FOUR: Avoid groups that do not allow you to question their
teaching or authority. Non-Christian groups attempt to mislead
the individual regarding their true beliefs and goals by not
allowing the prospective member to ask needed questions.

FIVE: Avoid groups that (1) do not allow you time to reflect
on what you have been taught or (2) encourage you to become
overly involved in “church” activity or (3) refuse to grant
you  the  time  and  freedom  you  need  to  make  unhurried  and
unpressured decisions about your spiritual life.

SIX: Be aware of groups that attempt to limit or sever your
relationship with your family, your church, and long-standing
friends in the faith–people who are, in effect, your support
net.

SEVEN: Be aware of groups that supplant individuality and
personal freedom with a communal identity.

EIGHT: Make an effort to discover what kind of authority the
group  operates  under.  Do  members  have  leeway  in  making
decisions  about  their  present  and  future,  or  are  they
manipulated  to  do  what  the  group  desires?

Scripture warns about those who would bring dissension into
the church. Romans 16:17 states, “I appeal to you, brethren,
to take note of those who create dissensions and difficulties,
in opposition to the doctrine which you have been taught;
avoid them.”

2 Peter 2:1 tells us that, “false prophets also arose among
the people, just as there will be false teachers among you,



who will secretly bring in destructive heresies . . . and in
their greed they will exploit you with false words.”
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Freemasonry and the Christian
Church  –  Are  Masons
Christian?
Russ Wise intently examines the teaching and practices of
freemasonry from a Christian, biblical worldview perspective. 
What  he  finds  clearly  shows  distinct  differences  between
Freemasonry and Christian doctrine and practice.

 This article is also available in Spanish.

Freemasonry : Its Background and History
There are probably few subjects as shrouded in mystery and
misunderstanding as that of Freemasonry. Known under a variety
of names (the Craft, the Brotherhood, the Order, the Fraternal
Order, the Lodge, etc.), Masonry has been aligned with both
the Christian church and the occult. A major problem for many
whether within the Order or without is the question of the
Mason’s  ultimate  allegiance.  If,  in  fact,  there  is  no
appreciable  theological  difference  between  the  church  and
Freemasonry,  their  antagonists  have  no  basis  on  which  to
denounce them. However, if there are beliefs and practices in
Masonry that are incompatible with biblical Christianity, then
it becomes imperative for the non-Mason and Mason alike to
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understand the true teachings of the Lodge.

The history of the Lodge is not easily discernible. Along with
those who believe that Freemasonry had Christian beginnings
are  a  growing  number  of  Masonic  authors  who  espouse  an
occultic origin for the Craft. There are those who indicate
that the Craft was an outgrowth of the Ancient Mystery Schools
or  that  it  was  first  associated  with  the  Druids  or  the
Illuminati. In order for the individual to make a correct
decision regarding Freemasonry, he must first understand the
motivation of the author.

Masonic authors Delmar Darrah, A. S. MacBride, and Melvin
Johnson point out the unreliability of many of their fellow
Masonic  writers.  Darrah,  in  his  book  titled  History  And
Evolution Of Freemasonry, states that “Masons have believed
the things concerning the origin of the institution that they
wanted to believe and have gone forth and told them as facts.
When links were missing, they have been supplied by drawing
upon fertile imaginations.”(1)

Christianity and the Craft
Leading Masonic authorities in the 18th and 19th centuries
held a distinctively Christian interpretation of Freemasonry.
Such  leaders  as  Rev.  James  Anderson,  William  J.  Hughan,
William  Hutchinson,  Rev.  George  Oliver,  and  others  had  a
Christian view of their Craft.(2) Hutchinson, in particular,
noted that Jesus Christ was the example for the Master Mason.
He  stated,  “The  Master  Mason  represents  a  man  under  the
Christian doctrine saved from the grave of iniquity and raised
to the faith of salvation. As the great testimonial that we
are risen from the state of corruption, we bear the emblem of
the Holy Trinity as the insignia of our vows and of the origin
of the Master’s order.”(3)



The Anti-Masonic Movement
The decade between 1826 and 1836 represented troublesome years
for the Masonic Order. After several incidents that cast a
negative  light  on  Freemasonry,(4)  a  growing  anti-Masonic
sentiment began to emerge. As a result, there was a mass
exodus of Christians from the Lodge, thereby creating a vacuum
to  be  filled  by  those  who  held  a  non-Christian  view  of
Masonry. During this time Albert Pike seized the opportunity
to spread and entrench his pagan interpretation of the Craft.
Pike and others began to reinterpret the symbols of the Craft.

The paganization of the Lodge took place over several decades,
but it did not reach public awareness until the latter part of
the 19th century. Even so, it was not until the 1920s, when a
large number of books began appearing in print that claimed
pagan origins for the Craft, that these efforts became widely
known.

Masonic Universalism
The anti-Masonic movement dealt Freemasonry a severe blow.
However, the exodus of large numbers of Christians proved to
be a stabilizing factor(5) for the non-Christian forces of the
Craft. Once the Christian majority had left the Craft, Pike
was then able to redesign it in a way that would support his
pagan views.

It is interesting to note that during the very time that Pike
was heavily involved in his paganizing process, the Craft was
experiencing a renewed growth in membership from Christians.
The majority of these new Christian members represented church
leadership  and  accepted  the  Christian  interpretation  of
Hutchinson,  Oliver,  Hughan,  and  others.  Their  influence,
however, wasn’t enough to offset the growing paganization of
the Lodge.

Manly P. Hall, a 33rd degree Mason, was one of the early



authors who claimed a pagan origin for Freemasonry. In his
book  entitled  The  Lost  Keys  of  Freemasonry,  he  says  that
Freemasonry  is  not  a  material  thing:  it  is  a  universal
expression of the Divine Wisdom. “The Masonic order is not a
mere social organization, but is composed of all those who
have  banded  themselves  together  to  learn  and  apply  the
principles of mysticism and the occult rites.”(6)

Hall (and a host of other writers including Pike) created a
pagan history for Freemasonry that would later take root and
grow to become the accepted understanding of Masonic origins.
As this new interpretation took hold in the minds of the
membership, Christianity was being all but eradicated from the
Craft. It became unthinkable to mention the name of Christ or
to pray in the name of Jesus. The Craft was set firmly on the
ground of “universalism.”

The primary standard for membership was, and continues to be,
that  the  candidate  believe  in  “God.”  This  god  could  be
Krishna, Buddha, Allah, or any other god, but Jesus Christ is
not to be considered anything more than their equal.

This universalist, or inclusive, idea about God has opened the
door for every false deity to have a place within the Lodge.
Hall  makes  his  universalist  orientation  unmistakable  by
stating, “The true disciple of Masonry has given up forever
the worship of personalities. With his greater insight, he
realizes that all forms . . . are of no importance to him
compared to the life which is evolving within.”(7)

Hall adds to his belief in universalism by stating that “the
true Mason is not creed-bound. He realizes with the divine
illumination of his lodge that as a Mason his religion must be
universal: Christ, Buddha, or Mohammed, the name means little,
for he recognizes only the light and not the bearer.”(8) So,
for the Mason, God is not a personal being, but an impersonal
force, an energy that has no substance.



The Mason who is a Christian is put in a very difficult
position.  Although  his  Fraternal  Order  supported  his
Christianity in its early years, it now no longer allows for
it as there is no question about the pagan orientation of
Freemasonry in our day. Therefore, the Mason must ask himself
whether  he  can,  in  good  faith,  remain  a  part  of  an
organization  that  devalues  the  God  of  Christianity.

Freemasonry as a Religion
As  the  evolution  of  modern  Freemasonry  took  place  over  a
period of several hundred years, it continued to be influenced
by those who held an occultic worldview. For them, the Craft
was a revival of the ancient mysteries.

Albert Pike, the noted Masonic scholar, said that “it is the
universal, eternal, immutable religion, such as God planted it
in the heart of universal humanity.”(9) Pike’s statement is a
good  example  of  Masonic  double  speak.  The  Christian  can
interpret what is said as being in reference to the personal
God of Christianity who created the universe. However, when
one takes Pike’s statement together with the balance of his
worldview it becomes apparent that he is referring to the
impersonal god of Freemasonry as mentioned earlier.

Pike, in his book Morals and Dogma, says this about religion
and Freemasonry: “Every Masonic Lodge is a temple of religion;
and its teachings are instruction in religion.”(10) According
to the modern day interpreters of Masonry, it has now taken
its logical place as the unifier of all religions. One such
interpreter, Foster Bailey, an occultist and a 32nd degree
Mason, said that “Masonry is the descendant of a divinely
imparted religion” that antedates the prime date of creation.
Bailey goes on to say that “Masonry is all that remains to us
of  the  first  world  religion”  which  flourished  in  ancient
times. “It was the first unified world religion. Today we are
working again towards a world universal religion.”(11)



In other words, Freemasonry has its roots in the same sources
as the mystery religions of the world that brought on the
wrath of the Hebrew God of the Old Testament. And the Craft is
now preparing the way for the revival of the same religion of
the ancients.

The Mason, however, may be unaware of much of what is taught
by the Lodge. The Mason who is uninitiated in the higher
degrees is deliberately deceived by his brethren. Pike says
that “truth is not for those who are unworthy.” He goes on to
say  that  “Masonry  jealously  conceals  its  secrets,  and
intentionally  leads  conceited  interpreters  astray.”(12)

Hall  put  it  this  way:  “Spiritual  qualities  are  necessary
before  the  real  Masonic  secrets  can  be  understood  by  the
brethren themselves.”(13) What Hall seems to be saying is that
one must reach a certain spiritual level before he can rightly
understand the deep symbolic teachings of Freemasonry. As an
example, one of the most known symbols for Masonry is the
letter “G.” Depending on whose interpretation one chooses,
this  symbol  may  represent  geometry,  God,  or  gnosis.  A
Christian would obviously interpret the symbol as God, whereas
the pagan would see it as knowledge or gnosis.

Albert Pike was even more direct when he stated, “The Blue
Degrees are but the outer court of the Temple. Part of the
symbols  are  displayed  there  to  the  initiate,  but  he  is
intentionally  misled  by  false  interpretations.  It  is  not
intended that he shall understand them; but it is intended
that  he  shall  imagine  he  understands  them.  Their  true
explication  is  reserved  for  the  Adepts,  the  Princes  of
Masonry.”(14)

The Mason may unwittingly be a part of the Lodge thinking that
it is an extension of his Christian faith, when in fact it may
be a “Trojan horse,” allowing another god into his soul.



The Masonic God
The god of Freemasonry and the God of the Bible are not one
and the same. There is a great difference between the two
concepts of God. The Masonic god, “The Great Architect of the
Universe” (G.A.O.T.U), is believed to be above all other gods.

According to Albert Pike, all people, regardless of their
spiritual orientation, can unite under the “Grand Artificer of
the  Universe.”  The  Masonic  god  is  all-inclusive  and  all-
embracing. All potential Masons must acknowledge a “God” in
order  to  gain  membership  in  the  Lodge,  but  there  is  no
definite criteria regarding which “God” is implied or what
“God” is acceptable.

Pike states that Masonry is the unifier of all religions and
that “the Christian, the Hebrew, the Moslem, the Brahmin, the
followers of Confucius and Zoroaster, can assemble as brethren
and unite in prayer to the one God who is above all the
Baalim.”(15) In other words, the biblical God is reduced to
the level of all the other gods and at the same time rendered
as equal with the false gods of those religions. Therefore,
Christianity is stripped of its uniqueness as the one true
religion that offers humanity its only hope for salvation.

This universal god of Freemasonry is believed by many within
the Lodge to be the God of the Bible, but this god is not the
triune God of the Christian faith. Freemasonry purposefully
diminishes the co-equal and co-eternal status of Jesus Christ
and the Holy Spirit. That is, the second and third Persons of
the Trinity are placed below God the Father, disallowing the
triune nature of the biblical God.

The Masonic god is clearly given a greater position among all
other  “gods.”  Albert  Pike  spoke  of  “God  as  being  One;
Unapproachable, Single, Eternal and Unchanging. . . . There is
but one God, infinite and incomprehensible, to whom no human
attribute can be properly assigned, even when imagined to be



infinite.”(16)  Therefore,  according  to  Pike,  the  god  of
Freemasonry is “Single” in nature and not the triune God of
the Bible. Likewise, the Masonic god is unapproachable. He is
not a personality that cares for his creation, he is a force a
principle.

Manly P. Hall, a 33rd degree Mason, refers to God as being the
“Life Principle” that lies within all living things. In a
passage quoted earlier, Hall stated, “The true disciple of
ancient  Masonry  has  given  up  forever  the  worship  of
personalities. With his greater insight, he realizes that all
forms . . . are of no importance to him compared to the life
which is evolving within.”(17) Hall reveals in this passage
that

• The god of Freemasonry is a force resident within all
living things, and

• The religion of the Craft is pantheism.

On the other hand, the God of Christianity is transcendent and
only becomes resident within the human family, and then only
when He is invited to do so. In Masonry, Jesus Christ is not
accepted as being “One” with the Father and is not looked to
for salvation.

Jesus  made  his  Father’s  requirements  very  clear:  “It  is
written, You shall worship the Lord your God and serve Him
only'” (Luke 4:8). The Father says that “you shall fear only
the Lord your God; and you shall worship Him . . . you shall
not follow other gods, any of the gods of the peoples who
surround you, for the Lord your God in the midst of you is a
jealous God; otherwise the anger of the Lord your God will be
kindled against you, and He will wipe you off the face of the
earth” (Deut. 6:13-15).

The Mason who professes to be a Christian must decide whom he
will serve: the God of the Bible or the god of Freemasonry. He
cannot serve them both.



The Masonic Jesus
The  central  question  that  every  Christian  Mason  must  ask
himself  is  “Who  is  Jesus  Christ  according  to  the  Lodge?”
Earlier we saw that Albert Pike was greatly influenced by the
occult and that he was responsible for the rewriting of the
rituals for all the degree work beyond that of Master Mason.

Because  of  Pike’s  influence,  Freemasonry  has  adopted  a
universalist approach toward divinity. According to Jim Shaw,
a 33rd degree Mason who left the Lodge, Masonry teaches that
“Jesus was just a man. He was one of the exemplars,’ one of
the great men of the past, but not divine and certainly not
the only means of redemption of lost mankind. He was on a
level with other great men of the past like Aristotle, Plato,
Pythagoras and Mohammed. His life and legend were no different
from that of Krishna, the Hindu god. He is the son of Joseph,’
not the Son of God.”(18)

Jesus Christ is not to be looked upon as God incarnate, or as
the Savior of humanity, but He is to be considered as no
different than any other great spiritual leader or guru. To
follow through with this conclusion, the Lodge does not permit
the name of Jesus or Christ to be used in any of its prayers
or rituals.

As an example, when Scripture is used in rituals the name of
Jesus or Christ is omitted lest it offend someone. In essence,
the Lodge has rewritten Scripture to suit its own end. The
Bible is clear in its warning that God’s Word is not to be
changed or tampered with. Deuteronomy 4:2 says, “You shall not
add to the word which I am commanding you, nor take away from
it.”

Masonic prayers are not to include the name of Jesus Christ,
but they are to refer to the Great Architect of the Universe.
The  Maryland  Master  Mason  magazine  offered  this  statement
concerning prayer in the Lodge: “All prayers in Mason lodges



should be directed to the one deity to whom all Masons refer
to as the Grand Architect of the Universe.”(19)

For the Christian, this idea should cause some real concern.
The Bible is clear regarding what Jesus says to those who are
ashamed of the Son. “Everyone therefore who shall confess Me
before men, I will also confess him before My Father who is in
heaven. But whoever shall deny Me before men, I will also deny
him before My Father who is in heaven.”(20)

The biblical Jesus does not allow for the bias of Freemasonry
when it comes to receiving His proper place of reverence and
worship. In short, Jesus does not seem to be as tolerant as
the Mason when it comes to His divine authority.

The Bible gives us further instruction regarding our response
to the Christian faith. “And Jesus came up to them, saying,
All authority has been given me in heaven and on earth. Go
therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing
them in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy
Spirit, teaching them to observe all that I commanded you'”
(Matt. 28: 18-20).

The Mason is thus faced with the choice of whom he will serve:
Jesus,  the  Savior  of  his  soul,  or  the  tolerant  god  of
Freemasonry  who  leads  him  to  destruction.

Masonic Light and Darkness
“Freemasons are emphatically called the Sons of Light, because
they are in possession of the true meaning of the symbol;
while the profane or uninitiated who have not received this
knowledge are said to be in darkness.”(21) In other words, the
Mason has been delivered from the darkness into the light and
is elevated above those who have not received the initiation
into the degrees and mysteries of Freemasonry.

The  “profane”  individual,  or  the  non-Mason,  remains  in
darkness and is in need of light. The Mason, after being



enlightened, continues to be in need of more light. It seems
that the Mason never comes to fully understand his Craft and
all that it means. However, as the Mason gains more light and
understanding of the various symbols representing each degree,
he becomes more aware of its different meanings. Albert Pike,
the  Masonic  scholar,  speaks  of  this  deception,  “Masonry
conceals its secrets from all except Adepts and Sages, or the
Elect, and uses false explanations and misinterpretations of
its symbols to mislead those who deserve only to be misled; to
conceal the Truth, which it calls Light, from them, and to
draw  them  away  from  it.  Truth  is  not  for  those  who  are
unworthy or unable to receive it, or would pervert it. So
Masonry  jealously  conceals  its  secrets,  and  intentionally
leads conceited interpreters astray.”(22)

According to Pike, “Masonry is a search after light.”(23) The
question that one must ask oneself is, What is the source of
this “Light” that contemporary Freemasonry is based on? Pike
goes on to tell us that the light of Masonry is based on the
Kabalah, or Jewish mysticism. For the Christian this is indeed
a difficulty, because the Christian cannot accept the occult
beliefs of the mystics. The Bible tells us that “truth” or
“light” can only be found in God’s Word.

The Mason is taught that as he receives more light he grows in
perfection. As he grows in perfection, he believes that he
actually  increases  his  personal  worthiness  and,  in  the
process, gains a deeper appreciation of Masonry. This in-depth
understanding leads to a greater degree of enlightenment and
enables the Mason to feel as if he has done all he must do for
acceptance into the Grand Lodge above. This appeal to human
pride is a deadly trap because we all have a sin nature and
want to feel that we have “earned” salvation and “deserve” it.

However, the Mason who professes Jesus Christ as his Lord is
left in a very difficult position by the Lodge. The Lodge
considers  the  Christian  as  being  profane  or  unworthy  to
receive the “Light” of the Craft. The Mason is faced with this



dilemma: if the Lodge has the Light that mankind is looking
for and if Jesus is that Light, how is it then that Jesus is
not to be mentioned in the Lodge if He is indeed the Light of
the world?(24) This idea becomes increasingly difficult when
the  Christian  attempts  to  reconcile  what  the  Bible  says
regarding Jesus and what the Craft says about the presence of
Jesus in the Lodge.

Albert Pike speaks of Lucifer as the Light-bearer! “Lucifer,
the Son of the Morning! Is it he who bears the Light, and with
its splendors intolerable blinds feeble, sensual, or selfish
Souls?”(25) The Bible identifies Lucifer as being Satan and an
angel of light. According to Paganism, Lucifer is the bearer
of the light that enlightens man’s understanding of his Higher
Self or his “God Self.” Masonic author Foster Bailey says it
this  way,  “Masonry  therefore,  is  not  only  a  system  of
morality, inculcating the highest ethics through which result,
if followed, the conscious unfolding of divinity. . . . It
portrays  the  recovery  of  man’s  hidden  divinity  and  its
bringing forth into the light . . . the power to achieve
perfection latent in every man.” Masonry purports to be the
Light that awakens man’s mind to his perfection and ultimate
divinity.

The question that begs to be answered by each Mason is simply
this: “Which Light’ will he follow, the true Light of Christ
or the dimly lit light of the Lodge?”

The Hidden Things of Freemasonry
There is a great deal of secrecy in Freemasonry. From the very
beginning  the  Entered  Apprentice  is  kept  in  the  shadows
regarding the full meaning of the symbols of the Craft. He is
not offered any further understanding until he has proven
himself worthy to receive deeper truths.

Not only is the Mason to keep the secrets of the Lodge, but he
is to swear oaths accompanied by severe penalties if he ever



chooses to reveal them. According to Carl H. Claudy, a former
Grand Master of Masons, the Masonic penalties are intended to
inspire  terror  in  the  candidate.  Claudy  says  that  if  a
candidate breaks his oath, he will experience the abasement
that any man would feel when he had broken a solemn pledge.
But  even  more  so,  he  would  experience  “the  wrath  of  God
blasphemed.  The  horror  of  a  sin  of  which  there  is  none
greater.”(26)

The above statement is an example of the misinformation that
the Mason often labors under. The idea that God recognizes and
upholds  the  Mason’s  oath  to  a  pagan  god  is  simply  not
biblical. However, the biblical mandate for the believer is to
“swear not at all . . . But let your Yes’ be Yes,’ and your
No, ‘No.’ For whatever is more than these is from the evil
one.”(27) In other words, the Lord makes it very clear that
anything sworn other than yes’ or no’ is from the mouth of the
Devil.

The Christian God is not a god of fear and misery, but He is a
God of compassion and mercy. Masonic author and 33rd Degree
Mason Manly P. Hall identifies the nature of the cosmic force
to which the Mason owes his allegiance. He states that “the
average  Mason,  as  well  as  the  modern  student  of  Masonic
ideals, little realizes the cosmic obligation he takes upon
himself when he begins his search for the sacred truths of
Nature. . . . Every Mason knows that a broken vow brings with
it a terrible penalty. . . . When a Mason swears that he will
devote his life to (Masonry) . . . and then defiles his living
temple . . . he is breaking a vow which imposes not hours but
ages of misery.”(28) The Mason is not offering his loyalty to
the God of Christianity, but to the pantheistic god of Nature.

Albert  Mackey,  author  of  the  Encyclopedia  of  Freemasonry,
offers  several  reasons  why  non-Masons  object  to  Masonic
secrecy. However, there are only four which he accepts as
being true. First, it is an oath. Second, it is administered
before the secrets are communicated. Third, it is accompanied



by  certain  superstitious  ceremonies.  And  fourth,  it  is
attended by a penalty.(29)

The  candidate  is  led  to  believe  that  the  penalties
accompanying the oaths that he swears to are indeed carried
out. At no time is he told that these penalties are simply
symbolic.  Mackey  states  that  the  penalties  are  not  to  be
inflicted  by  the  Lodge  but  by  God.  He  says  that  “the
ritualistic penalties of Freemasonry . . . are in the hands
not of man, but of God, and are to be inflicted by God, and
not by man.”(30) The Lodge is standing on thin ice when it
presumes that God will safeguard its paganism by putting its
detractors to death.

The greatest problem for the Christian Mason is that by taking
the oaths of the Craft, and living his life according to them,
he has opened the door to Lucifer to steal his relationship
with the living God.

Symbolism and Freemasonry
“In all time, truth has been hidden under symbols, and often
under a succession of allegories: where veil after veil had to
be  penetrated  before  the  true  Light  was  reached,  and  the
essential truth stood revealed.”(31) These words of Albert
Pike,  the  noted  Masonic  scholar,  sound  noble  and  true.
However, the Christian must weigh Pike’s lofty words with the
Scripture.

Our  Lord  was,  at  all  times,  eager  to  help  his  disciples
recognize the truth of His teachings. The only problem they
had to overcome was their lack of spiritual understanding. The
gospel writer of Matthew 7 tells us that all we must do, is
simply ask. “Ask, and it will be given to you; seek, and you
will find; knock, and it will be opened to you. For everyone
who asks receives, and he who seeks finds, and to him who
knocks it will be opened. Or what man is there among you who,
if his son asks for bread, will give him a stone? Or if he



asks for a fish, will he give him a serpent? If you then,
being evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how
much more will your Father who is in heaven give good things
to those who ask Him!”(32) The Lord desires to draw us near to
Himself. We do not have to pass through veil after veil to
reach divine understanding. He has readily given it to us in
His Word. According to Dr. Robert A. Morey’s research, “there
were no degrees in Masonry two hundred years ago; and that the
Master’s degree is no more than 150 years of age.” He goes on
to say that “most Masonic historians now admit that it was the
Frenchmen Desaguilliers or Dr. Anderson who invented the first
three  degrees.  The  few  symbols  introduced  by  these  two
Christian clergymen came from the Bible and were Christian’ in
every sense.”(33) Here again we see that the origins of the
Craft were rooted in Christian belief.

However, as we have seen earlier, the Craft has undergone a
paganization process by those who would subvert it to their
own use. Whereas, in the early years of the Lodge, the symbols
that were introduced revealed truth, in the present, those
very same symbols and hundreds of others are used to mislead
the candidate. Albert Pike made it clear when he stated, “part
of the symbols are displayed . . . to the initiate, but he is
intentionally misled by false interpretations.”(34)

Jesus  taught  in  parables  and  made  use  of  symbols  in  His
instruction. He freely offered understanding, and He was quick
to help others recognize His Father. But when we look at
Freemasonry  we  find  secrecy  and  the  “truth”  concealed.  A
person must prove himself worthy in order for the “Light” to
be shared with him. And when it is made known to the initiate,
this “truth” is often hidden further in false interpretations.

Masonry  has  numerous  symbols.  For  the  Christian,  Masonry
utilizes the Bible as one of its symbols as it uses the Koran,
the  Vedas,  the  Gita,  or  any  other  “holy”  book.  When  the
Christian candidate sees the Bible on the Masonic altar and
hears the Bible referenced to in the rituals, he assumes that



Freemasonry is indeed Christian as he has, most likely, been
told. However, the Bible is seen only as a symbol by the
Lodge, as are all the other “holy” books of other religions.

This  attitude  toward  the  Bible  makes  it  clear  that,  for
Masonry, the Bible is not seen as being inspired by God,
useable for reproof, correction, or training in righteousness.
Rather,  it  “is  only  a  symbol  of  Divine  Will,  Law,  or
Revelation.”(35)

Salvation in the Lodge
“This is the stone which was rejected by you builders, which
has become the chief cornerstone.’ Nor is there salvation in
any other, for there is no other name under heaven given among
men by which we must be saved.”(36)

The  early  Masons  followed  a  biblical  understanding  of
salvation and what it meant to be a Christian. However, the
pagan writers who rewrote the Masonic rituals omitted the
references to biblical salvation and wrote them in a way that
would not offend anyone of another religion.

The early rituals for the Master Mason Degree were Christian
in their overall meaning. According to Dr. Morey, biblical
phrases  such  as  “regeneration,”  “redemption,”  and  “heaven”
were used without question.(37)

The greatest issue for the Mason, at present, is whether he
will  accept  the  life  and  work  of  Jesus  Christ  for  his
redemption or whether he will look to himself for personal
salvation. Manly P. Hall says that “a Mason is evolved through
ages of self- purification and spiritual transmutation.”(38)
So, the modern Mason, who follows the Fraternity’s writings,
looks to himself for purification and acceptance before a
righteous God. Hall says elsewhere that the Master Mason’s
“spiritual light is greater because he has evolved a higher
vehicle for its expression.”(39)



Foster Bailey, the author of The Spirit of Masonry, says that
“Masonry is one of many ways to God” and that Masonry “is not
only a system of morality, inculcating the highest ethics
through which result, if followed, the conscious unfolding of
divinity,  but  it  is  also  a  dramatic  presentation  of
regeneration.”(40)

In other words, Bailey is saying that Masonry is a vehicle for
mankind  to  discover  his  divinity  and  achieve  personal
regeneration. This idea is totally foreign to the Bible. The
Christian cannot, in any way, get beyond the fact that Jesus
Christ as the Light giver and redeemer of humanity is opposed
to the teachings of the Lodge.

The Bible distinctly teaches that salvation only comes through
the person of Jesus Christ. It cannot come by any other means.
The Scripture is clear that if we confess with our mouth that
Jesus is Lord and believe in our heart that God raised Him
from the dead, we will receive salvation. It is not based upon
our works or deeds; it is solely based upon what Jesus did on
the cross.

Masonry does not accept the fact that man is born sinful and
is in need of redemption. The Craft does not have a grasp of
the depth of man’s rebellion against his Creator. Masonic
author H. L. Haywood in his book, The Great Teachings of
Masonry, states that “many think that man was once a perfect
being but that through some unimaginable moral catastrophe he
became corrupt unto the last moral fiber of his being, so
that, without some kind of supernatural or miraculous help
from outside him, he can never be saved.”(41)

Because Masonry does not have an understanding of the serious
nature  of  man’s  separation  from  God,  it  cannot  offer  a
suitable solution to his problem. The Bible tells us that man
is in a state of separation from God and that he is in need of
a savior. The Gospel writer of Mark speaks of the fallen
nature of humanity. The Scripture says that it is what comes



out of man that defiles him. “For from within, out of the
heart of men, proceed the evil thoughts, adulteries, thefts,
murders,  covetousness,  wickedness,  deceit,  sensuality,
slander, pride, and foolishness. All these evil things come
from within and defile a man.”(42) Freemasonry cannot offer
mankind an adequate solution to his problem of sin.

A Christian Response to Freemasonry
I recall the words of my father when I first spoke to him
about his involvement in Freemasonry. He told me that the
Lodge taught that “once a Mason, always a Mason.” Even as a
senior citizen, that idea continued to have a definite hold on
his thinking. My father, as a Christian, had not been able to
see the vast difference between the teaching of the Church and
that of the Lodge.

Once I was able to share the teaching of the Lodge with him,
he was then able to make a clear decision regarding his future
with the Fraternity. But, even after he had left the Lodge, he
was unable to mentally sever the tie that bound him to the
Lodge; he still felt the tug: “Once a Mason, always a Mason.”

The Mason falls within one of four categories regarding his
continued relationship with the Lodge.(43) First, there are
some who do not have a clear knowledge of Christianity. They
believe that religion and Christianity are the same and that
if  someone  uses  the  Scriptures,  that  person  must  be  a
Christian. Such people are sincere but untaught. Because they
do not know what Christianity teaches, they see nothing wrong
with Freemasonry.

A second category would be those who do not know what Masonry
is and what it teaches. They are not only uninformed about
Christianity but are equally uninformed about the teachings of
Freemasonry.  These  individuals  are  without  any  theological
foundation on which to discern truth from error. Likewise,
they are often ignorant of the occult direction the Lodge has



taken over the past few decades.

A third group is made up of individuals who profess Christ,
yet continue as Masons regardless of how much they know about
Christianity and Freemasonry. They are indeed in a state of
rebellion and have chosen not to follow the truth of Christ.

The final group are those who profess Christ and yet have
abandoned the Christian faith. Those who have embraced this
position are essentially Unitarian in their belief. They no
longer hold to the absolute deity of Christ or His blood
atonement.

For  the  most  part,  all  Masons  fall  into  one  of  these
categories. In some cases, it may be that the blame is not to
be laid on the individual but on the Christian church for not
adequately teaching its truths. The Mason has a choice to
make, but the church has a responsibility to equip its people
with the truths of the faith.

Jesus made it quite clear in the Scripture. He said, “Abide in
Me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself,
unless it abides in the vine, so neither can you, unless you
abide in Me. I am the vine, you are the branches; he who
abides in Me, and I in him, he bears much fruit; for apart
from Me you can do nothing.”(44) It is difficult for the Mason
to abide in Christ as long as he remains in the Lodge and
follows its teachings. It is impossible to bear fruit apart
from Jesus. He alone is the one who brings the fruit forth.

It is imperative for the Christian to deal with the question
of obedience. It is impossible to serve two masters without
loving one and despising the other. The root problem is often
the fact that the individual has not been spiritually reborn.
Once again Jesus says, “Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one
is born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God . . . unless
one is born of water and the Spirit, he cannot enter the
kingdom of God . . . you must be born again.”(45)
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A  Course  In  Miracles  –  A
Christian  Worldview
Evaluation
Former Probe staffer Russ Wise looks at the religious movement
started by A Course in Miracles from a Christian, biblical
worldview perspective. As he examines its origins and its
tenets, he finds that it departs from true Christianity in
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multiple areas and is clearly a false teaching.

Historical Background

In  1965  a  Jewish  atheistic  psychologist  from  Columbia
University  began  to  channel  messages  from  a  spirit  she
believed to be Jesus. She ultimately produced, or she says
Jesus  revealed  to  her,  well  over  a  thousand  pages  of
revelation  during  the  next  seven  years.

According to her testimony, Helen Schucman had a difficult
relationship with her department head at the university. In an
attempt to move beyond their differences, they set out on a
journey to find a base of common agreement. Schucman began
having  “highly  symbolic  dreams”  and  experiencing  “strange
images.”  Her  colleague  encouraged  her  to  transcribe  the
content  of  these  phenomena  so  they  might  understand  them
better.

As she began to write, she was surprised to see “This is a
course in miracles” appear on the paper. She went on to say
that this was her introduction to the “Voice.” This voice
began to give her rapid inner dictation that she took down in
shorthand.

According to the dictated material, the voice of The Course
was Jesus. As a result of the influence Christianity has had
on humanity, The Course chose Christian terminology to convey
its message. A 1977 pamphlet published by the Foundation For
Inner Peace states, “its only purpose is to provide a way in
which some people will be able to find their own Internal
Teacher”—in other words, their personal “Spirit Guide.”

Key Players

There are several individuals who play key roles in spreading
the  message  of  The  Course.  Perhaps  the  most  prominent  is
Marianne Williamson. A former lounge singer and now its most
celebrated  guru,  she  has  become  The  Course’s  media  star,



appearing on numerous television programs. Her most-watched
and persuasive appearance was on Oprah. She has been Oprah’s
guest on several occasions. Because of her personal interest
in New Age philosophy, Oprah Winfrey purchased a thousand
copies of A Return To Love, Williamson’s book, to give to her
television audiences.

Another  high  profile  individual,  well-known  in  New  Age
circles,  is  Gerald  Jampolsky,  M.D.  He  is  a  psychiatrist,
formerly  on  the  faculty  of  the  University  of  California
Medical Center in San Francisco and founder of the Center for
Attitudinal Healing in 1975. He has written several books
based on what he has gleaned from The Course.

In  his  influential  book,  Good-Bye  to  Guilt,  Jampolsky
describes  his  conversion  to  The  Course.

I began to change my way of looking at the world in 1975.
Until then I had considered myself a militant atheist, and
the last thing I was consciously interested in was being on
a spiritual pathway that would lead to God. In that year I
was introduced to . . . A Course in Miracles. . . . My
resistance was immediate. . . . Nevertheless, after reading
just one page, I had a sudden and dramatic experience. There
was an instantaneous memory of God, a feeling of oneness
with everyone in the world, and the belief that my only
function on earth was to serve God.

As a result of the moral and spiritual bankruptcy of our
society, namely the baby boomer generation, there is a ready-
made market for the “feel good” spirituality of The Course.
Through the influence of Williamson, Jampolsky, and others, a
growing  number  of  Christians  are  being  sucked  into  this
whirlpool of spiritual confusion in which they exchange the
truth for a lie.

The Course and the Mainline Church

We have already established that The Course uses Christian



terminology and its followers believe it to be the revelation
of  Jesus.  As  a  result,  a  number  of  denominations  within
Christendom have embraced The Course as being legitimate and
introduced it into their churches.

Baptists, Methodists, and Presbyterians have used The Course
in Sunday schools and special study groups within the church.
Presently there are over 1,500 official study groups that have
utilized  The  Course  both  inside  and  outside  traditional
Christian churches.

If It’s Not Love—It Must Be Illusion

Marianne Williamson, author of the best-selling book A Return
To Love, says that we have “a natural tendency to focus on
love.”

Only love is real. All that is negative is illusion. It simply
does not exist. If anything negative is in your consciousness,
it is real only because you give it reality by holding it in
your mind. According to The Course, sickness, hate, pain,
fear, guilt, and sin are all illusions. The Cyclopedia In A
Course In Miracles states that “illusions are investments.
They will last as long as you value them.” The Cyclopedia
continues, “The only way to dispel illusions is to withdraw
all investment from them, and they will have no life for you
because you will have put them out of your mind.”

The Course sums it up this way, “There is no life outside of
Heaven. Where God created life, there life must be. In any
state apart from Heaven life is illusion.” There you have it!
It is perfectly clear—murder, rape, and other forms of evil do
not exist because they do not come from “love.” Try explaining
to a mother who has lost a son or daughter that their loss is
the result of an illusion.

The Problem of Evil

You guessed it, The Course also teaches that evil does not



exist.  It  is  an  illusion  that  must  be  overcome  by  right
thinking. The Text (i.e., volume one of The Course) reads,
“Innocence is wisdom because it is unaware of evil, and evil
does not exist.” In essence what is meant is that evil does
not  stand  on  its  own,  that  it  only  has  reality  as  the
individual believes its existence. So, you might say that the
rape victim created her own evil situation and thereby caused
her own suffering. The victim is guilty; the perpetrator had
no choice.

The Problem of Guilt and Sin

A pamphlet published by the Foundation For Inner Peace states,
“Sin is defined as a ‘lack of love.’ Since love is all there
is, sin in the sight of the Holy Spirit is a mistake to be
corrected, rather than an evil to be punished.”

The Course further teaches that there is no need to feel guilt
because there is no sin. Sin does not exist. The problems that
man faces are a result of separation from God. This separation
is only illusion because it likewise does not exist. It is
only a reality for those who believe they are not part of the
divine.

The Text makes this point clear where it declares that “no one
is punished for sins, and the Sons of God are not sinners.” As
you might anticipate, there is likewise no need for the cross
because there was never a transgression that needed to be
dealt with by God, only a mistake. If we are a part of God,
how then can we become fragmented by sin since separation
(i.e., sin) does not exist?

Thought-Reversal

The stated goal of The Course is to change how one thinks, to
change one’s belief system by subtle deception. The individual
is for the most part unaware of the transformation he or she
is  undergoing  because  The  Course  utilizes  Christian
terminology. The Manual for Teachers (i.e., volume three of



The Course) boldly says, “It cannot be too strongly emphasized
that this course aims at a complete reversal of thought.”

Religious Recovery—The Thirteenth Step

Many who become involved in studying The Course are active in
self-help  groups  such  as  Twelve  Step  programs.  They  are
seeking to make connections in their lives and discover who
they  truly  are.  They  are  willing  participants  in  this
transformation.

Many are desiring some form of “spirituality” and for those
who see the Bible as being too harsh, The Course offers what
they believe to be God’s correction of our misinterpretation
of the original message of Jesus.

The Course becomes the “thirteenth step” in recovery for those
who are attempting to escape the rigid fundamentalism that has
smothered them in the past. For them, the recovery process
becomes a spiritual transformation.

The integration of psychology and spirituality becomes a lure
that  pulls  them  deeper  into  the  web  of  deception  and
ultimately suffocates them. The biblical teaching of original
sin is dismissed for the more palatable “original goodness.”

This “thirteenth step” regards all faiths as a part of the
whole; they are one, and a psychological unity of sorts is
achieved. The Course becomes whatever the individual desires
it to be, it is “Christian,” but not if you don’t want it to
be. It’s psychology, but more than psychology. It’s not New
Age, but then again it is.

The Course claims to have all of life’s answers. It has become
the “spiritually correct” solution to bring about peace and
unity.  However,  in  the  end,  this  transformation  brings
spiritual death.

Helen Schucman’s new do-it-yourself psycho-spirituality is not



new. The Hindus have been taught for centuries that the world
and all that is in it is Maya, or illusion.

Sense and Sensibilities

We must be clear that the message of The Course in Miracles is
not the message of Jesus Christ. Schucman and her Course do
not teach that Jesus is God incarnate yet fully human, but
that He is an highly evolved being who became divine. The
Bible does not allow for such an idea.

The Bible also leaves no room for the idea that evil does not
exist,  but  instead  that  evil  entered  the  world  through
disobedience. Likewise, the Bible does not allow for the idea
that God is a universal oneness rather than a personal Being.

Kenneth Wapnick, a Jewish agnostic who later became a Catholic
monk, founded the Foundation for A Course in Miracles. Wapnick
states  that  The  Course  and  biblical  Christianity  are  not
compatible. He gives three reasons why he holds such a view.
First, The Course teaches that God did not create the world.
Second, The Course teaches that we are all equally Christ.
Jesus is not the only Son of God. And third, The Course is
clear in its teaching that Jesus did not suffer and die for
man’s sin.

The above differences clearly show why a Christian cannot in
good faith consider The Course as a source for his or her
spiritual understanding. It is unequivocally anti-biblical and
is without doubt promoted by Satanic deception (2 Corinthians
11:14: 1 Timothy 4:1).

A Short Course in Doctrine

The  Course  teaches  that  there  are  no  absolutes;  truth  is
relative and is determined by one’s experience. According to
the Cyclopedia In A Course In Miracles, “only what is loving
is true.” So truth is subjective.



Marianne Williamson, the author of A Return To Love, made this
observation about truth in her book: “There’s only one truth,
spoken different ways, and the Course is just one path to it
out of many.” In other words, no one religious tradition has
all the truth, but there are many avenues to the truth and the
individual has the freedom to choose the path most suitable to
him or her.

Who Is Jesus?

According to Williamson, Jesus is one of many enlightened
beings. In her text she makes this statement, “Jesus and other
enlightened masters are our evolutionary elder brothers.” She
continues by saying that “the mutation, the enlightened ones,
(including  Jesus)  show  the  rest  of  us  our  evolutionary
potential. They point the way.” So in reality Jesus is a way-
shower.

Williamson makes a telling observation on page 41 of her book
by saying that “A Course In Miracles does not push Jesus.
Although the books come from him, it is made very clear that
you can be an advanced student of the Course and not relate
personally to him at all.” This is an interesting comment
regarding the lack of relationship one is to have with their
God. For Christians, faith is built on a personal relationship
with Jesus. Without it, their salvation would be in question.

Williamson  continues  by  saying,  “Jesus  reached  total
actualization of the Christ mind, and was then given by God
the power to help the rest of us reach that place within
ourselves.” Such a statement brings to mind Matthew 7:23 where
Jesus says, “And then I will declare to them, ‘I never knew
you; depart from Me, you who practice lawlessness!'”

The Christ and Salvation

The Manual For Teachers states that “Jesus became what all of
you must be.” It continues by declaring, “Is he the Christ? O
yes, along with you.”



The Course identifies with much of New Age thought in that it
teaches false Christology. New Age proponents teach that The
Christ is the one who is the most highly evolved being during
a given age. This Christ, whether it be Buddha, Krishna, or
Jesus, is the messiah for a given age. They believe, for
example, that Jesus was The Christ for the Church or Piscean
Age. According to their philosophy, Jesus achieved Christhood
and by right-thinking we too can achieve Christhood.

The Text says that, “Christ waits for your acceptance of Him
as yourself, and of His wholeness as yours.” Keep in mind that
these words you have just read are, according to The Course,
the “spirit-dictated” words of Jesus. Now hear the true Word
of God from the Bible where we read, “Take heed that no one
deceives you. For many will come in My name saying, ‘I am the
Christ,’  and  will  deceive  many”  (Matthew  24:4-5).  The
Scripture is crystal clear about the deception of multitudes
by signs and wonders based in experience rather than His Word.

The Scripture teaches that Jesus alone is the Christ, the Son
of the living God. John 1:20 and 20:31 indicate that we are
not His equals.

Abandoning Your Miracle

There are a growing number of people waking up to the fact
that The Course cannot adequately meet their growing need to
worship a being beyond themselves, much less defend them in
spiritual warfare.

Warren and Joy Smith are examples of how The Course is totally
inadequate when it comes to defending one’s spirit from the
evil one and his dominion. The Smiths were deeply involved in
the study of The Course. Warren relates Joy’s story in his
book, The Light That Was Dark.

Joy was being spiritually harassed by a man who was highly
proficient in astral projection (projecting his spirit for
great distances). Warren relates how they faced the attacks.



“We tried every metaphysical and spiritual technique we had
ever learned—we repeated our Course in Miracles lessons, did
visualizations, prayed as best we knew how, sent the spiritual
intruder blessings, and kept the whole situation surrounded in
white light—but none of it had any effect. We had to wait it
out. The spiritual presence was calling the shots.”

After  an  intense  time  of  frustration,  they  went  to  their
course study leaders for help. Joy explained that they “had
repeatedly applied their Course in Miracles lessons, such as:
‘There is nothing to fear,’ ‘In my defenselessness my safety
lies,’  and,  ‘I  could  see  peace  instead  of  this.'”  After
explaining that nothing had worked, Frank, their study leader,
“made it clear that he agreed with the Course’s metaphysical
teaching  that  evil  was  only  an  illusion  and  that  the
experience was probably something that Joy was working out
within herself.”

Frank’s wife, Trudy, was dazed when she heard herself say,
“Put on the whole armor of God and stand fast against the
wiles  of  the  devil!”  In  amazement  at  herself  she  added,
“Ephesians 6:10. It’s in your Bible.”

Trudy went on and said, “I’m sorry, Frank. There is a devil .
.  .  read  Ephesians!”  In  the  days  ahead  Joy  continued  to
undergo the harassing attacks. During this time of uncertainty
Warren visited a bookstore and discovered a book entitled The
Beautiful  Side  of  Evil  by  Johanna  Michaelsen.  He  read  it
through and decided its message of deliverance was worth a
try.

It wasn’t long before he had an opportunity to test his newly
found discovery—biblical exorcism. Joy fell into a depression
as  she  had  on  so  many  occasions,  and  Warren  seized  the
opportunity to act.

He relates the incident in his book this way, “Reading from my
notes the exact words that I had taken from Johanna’s book, I



firmly addressed the presence. ‘Satan, in the name of Jesus
Christ of Nazareth, I command you to be gone! I forbid your
presence here. I claim the protection of the blood of Jesus
upon us. Go where Jesus sends you!” Immediately Joy’s face
cleared and the oppression was gone.

Warren later remarked, “We were amazed that the presence left
every time we called on his [Jesus Christ’s] name. Nothing in
A Course in Miracles or any other metaphysical teachings had
ever talked about this aspect of Jesus.”

Warren  and  Joy’s  encounter  with  personal  evil  ultimately
convinced them that the Bible was the spiritual teaching that
they could rely on. Warren said it best, “So far it hasn’t let
us down.”

©1996 Probe Ministries.

Christ in a New Age
In April of 1982 a full-page ad appeared in the Dallas Morning
News  and  other  major  newspapers  around  the  world.  The  ad
headline read “The Christ Is Now Here.” Notice the term The
Christ. This is a direct reference to a coming “Messiah” who
is expected to usher in a New Age of peace and unity. The term
New Age refers to “a time of transformation, a time that will
bring great change.”

The change that is to come (which many believe is already
here)  will  be  a  renewed  emphasis  on  the  self  and  self-
discovery.  This  self-discovery  is  rooted  in  paganism,
witchcraft,  and  Eastern  religions  such  as  Hinduism  and
Buddhism.

The New Age Movement has become an umbrella term for the
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“rising interest in the occult in our day.” Within occult
circles the Movement is perhaps better known as the Aquarian
Age,  the  Human  Potential  Movement,  the  Holistic  Health
Movement, or simply Cosmic Humanism. In all of these systems,
human beings are seen as free to do their own thing without
any accountability to anyone or anything beyond themselves.

In the occult world it is a common belief that there are
twelve  ages  in  evolutionary  time  and  that  each  age  lasts
approximately two thousand years. Astrologers believe that the
current age of Pisces will phase out of existence as we near
the year 2000, and the New Age of Aquarius will take its
place.

During this time of change and spiritual deception, a growing
number of people are embracing New Age practices. About 67
percent  of  American  adults  claim  to  have  had  a  psychic
experience. Twenty- five percent of the population believe in
reincarnation and among college students that percentage rises
to thirty. Forty-two percent of American adults believe that
they have been in contact with individuals who have died. One
survey stated that (1) 67 percent of American adults regularly
read their astrological forecast and (2) school childrens’
belief in astrology is growing dramatically from 40 percent in
1978 to 59 percent in 1984.

Male vs. Female Energies
According  to  occult  thought,  the  Piscean  Age  has  as  its
foundation  the  male-centered  energies  that  characterize
Christianity.  The  Aquarian  Age,  on  the  other  hand,  is  an
attempt to bring balance back into the evolutionary process by
introducing female energies into our understanding. Those who
have embraced this new-age understanding of humanity believe
that all of the problems that man faces are a direct result of
Christianity and its perceived male- centered belief system.

Therefore, a change in man’s thinking must occur to bring



about a more equal system that will allow feminine energies to
govern humanity. This female-centered system will be based on
intuition  and  experience  rather  than  logic  and  rational
thought, the latter being seen as male characteristics.

The Bible teaches us that human beings, both male and female,
are accountable to the God of creation and are equal in His
sight (Gal. 3:28). We are not divine beings who are simply
ignorant of our god- like state (Ps. 100:3).

Back to the Future
The past fifty years have given rise to Secular Humanism, the
notion that “man and the rest of the material universe are all
there is and that there is no supernatural realm and certainly
no  God.”  This  idea  fostered  the  view  that  man  is  only
accountable  to  himself.  However,  Secular  Humanism  offers
little or no hope to humanity and fails to provide any answers
concerning the possibility of human existence after death.

Because  Secular  Humanism  cannot  answer  man’s  spiritual
questions, many people consider it to be an inadequate answer
for individuals seeking wholeness in body, mind,and spirit.
Thus  even  though  Secular  Humanism  has  largely  replaced
Christianity  as  the  dominant  religious  and  philosophical
system in the West and established itself as a more “tolerant”
way, it cannot answer man’s deep questions about himself and
his future.

New Age occultism seemingly had the answer. It allowed man to
maintain  his  evolutionary  prominence  and  regain  the  lost
“spirituality”  he  had  previously  placed  at  the  altar  of
humanism.  The  New  Age  Movement  has  permitted  man  to  move
toward  an  evolutionary  future  in  which  he  becomes  an
autonomous god who is answerable to no one but himself.

In contrast, the Bible clearly teaches that man is finite and
limited in his knowledge of himself and his universe. Isaiah



55:8-9 clearly indicates God’s perspective of man’s inability
to achieve divinity:

“For My thoughts are not your thoughts,
Neither are your ways My ways,” declares the Lord.
“For as the heavens are higher than the earth,
So are My ways higher than your ways,
And My thoughts than your thoughts.”

Likewise, the Scripture identifies the attributes of God as
being  all-knowing  (Matt.  19:26),  all-powerful  (Rev.  19:6),
holy (Rev. 4:8), eternal (Ps.90:2), and loving (1 John 4:16).
Man obviously misses the mark on all the above qualities, and
it becomes quite apparent that he really is less than divine.

New Possibilities or New Age Lies
The New Age offers man the same deal the serpent offered Eve
in the garden. If you eat of this fruit (in this case the idea
that you are divine), you will become like God–knowing good
from evil. All you need to do is deepen your awareness of this
new reality by becoming more open to the Christ within.

The occult world teaches that man is a spiritual being and
that  God,  as  an  energy  force,  is  inherently  within  all
mankind. Therefore, there has never really been a separation
or estrangement, only a belief in one. The New Ager believes
that all of life is connected and a part of the whole. Oneness
is a goal to be achieved. Man and God are one.

New  Age  philosopher  Benjamin  Creme,  in  his  book  The
Reappearance of the Christ and the Masters of Wisdom, points
out that “in a sense there is no such thing as God, God does
not exist. And in another sense, there is nothing else but
God: only God exists. . . . All is God. And because all is
God, there is no God.”

Confused? You should be! In other words, God is impersonal.



Creme is saying that God is not a person, but that He is an
energy that is in all things; therefore, you are divine, along
with the rest of creation.

The Scripture, however, is clear in its teaching that God is a
personal  being  and  distinct  from  His  creation.  God,  the
Father, has a personal nature. For example, God has a will
(Matt. 6:10 and 1 John 2:17), God knows (2 Tim. 2:19), God
plans (Eph. 1:11), and God communicates (Ex. 3:13 14). God is
distinct  or  separate  from  the  world,  but  He  is  actively
involved with His creation (Heb. 11:3; Col. 1:17; Ps. 113:5-6;
Isa. 57:15).

Jesus: The Way, or the Way-shower?
For the New Ager, Jesus is one of many Christs who appear in a
given age to direct humanity toward the divine–in effect, to
show the way to divinity. Jesus was a man who by virtue of his
working through the spiritual road-blocks of his life gained
the highest evolutionary level that man can achieve and was
given the office of “Christ.”

Scripture, however, does not allow for such a view. Nor did
Jesus consider Himself one of many Christs who would come to
point man toward his own personal divinity. John 14:6 is clear
in its meaning: there is only one way to the Father and that
way is by accepting Jesus as Who He claimed to be, the God-
man, the only begotten Son of God. He is not simply one who
shows the way, but is The Way.

Not  only  did  Jesus  confess  His  deity  (Matt.  22:41-45;
26:61-64; Jn. 10:30-33), but His Father likewise acknowledged
His deity (Heb. 1:5-8). Jesus is the Word (John 1:1); He is
the first born of all creation (Col. 1:15), and the gate by
which we must enter for salvation (John. 10:7 9).

Within the New Age belief system, Lucifer is not seen as an
evil personality but is looked upon as the angel of man’s



inner evolution. He opened the doorway to man’s recognition of
himself as god.

In his book Reflections On The Christ, David Spangler says
that “Lucifer is literally the angel of experience. Lucifer,
then, is neither good or bad in his true essence. He is
completely  neutral.  He  is  an  agent  of  God’s  love  acting
through evolution.” So Lucifer is a positive influence on man
who desires the best for humanity and does not embody evil in
any form.

Spangler goes on to say, “Lucifer comes to give us the final
gift of wholeness. If we accept it then he is free and we are
free. That is the Luciferic initiation. It is one that many
people now…will be facing, for it is an initiation into the
New Age.”

The Scriptures do not allow for such a view. Jesus is the
deliverer, Lucifer is the deceiver (John 8:44). Jesus is the
savior, Lucifer is the accuser (Rev. 12:10). The “initiation”
that man must receive is in reality a free gift from God (John
10:7-11). It is not a mystical experience from this world that
leads to spiritual death but a gift to be appropriated that
leads to eternal life.

Salvation for a New Age
At-one-ment, or absorption into the One energy that is God, is
a prominently held view of most New Agers’ understanding of
salvation. It is the unfolding of one’s consciousness to the
point that the “True Self,” the divine nature, is realized. As
a  flower  unfolds  petal  by  petal,  so  too  does  spiritual
evolution  unfold,  revealing  the  deeper  realms  of  God-
consciousness.

In  New  Age  thinking,  salvation  is  “the  gaining  of
enlightenment.” It is a state of consciousness in which the
person’s separation from other humans is transcended and unity



is achieved. It is the absorption of the one into the all.
Individuals lose their distinctive personality and become one
with the impersonal energy they believe to be God.

Christianity teaches that humans are finite beings who only
become whole, in the biblical sense, when they receive God’s
spirit (Tit. 3:5; 1 John. 5:11). Therefore, true spirituality
results from an act; it is not simply a part of human nature
(1 John. 1:8-9, Rom. 10:8-9).

Education and New Age Humanism
We  said  earlier  that  Secular  Humanism  lost  a  lot  of  its
popularity and power because it wasn’t satisfying. It didn’t
adequately  meet  man’s  needs  or  fulfill  his  spiritual
yearnings, especially his concerns about life after death.
Still the humanist philosophy is a continued threat to the
Judeo-Christian worldview, but now the dominant threat from
humanism  is  New  Age  Humanism  a  marriage  of  New  Age
spirituality with Humanism’s man-centered thought system.

Humanism was and is a real threat to our Christian heritage,
but the Eastern philosophical ideas found in New Age thought
are even more dangerous to our way of life. Bringing the two
systems together into New Age Humanism is more deadly still
because  in  this  new  synthesis  is  both  a  seductive,  false
religious system and an agenda-driven philosophical system.
Inherent  in  New  Age  Humanism  is  an  evangelistic  zeal  to
convert (or subvert) the opposition, and gaining influence on
the young is a primary goal. One method is getting control of
our educational program.

For example, in the early eighties, Instructor magazine, a
publication for teachers, carried an article entitled, “Your
Kids are Psychic! But they may never know it without your
help.” The article says that “teachers in particular are in a
position to play an exciting role in the psychic development
of children.” The article goes on to identify psychic ability



as the practice of telepathy, clairvoyance, and other psycho-
technologies.

Another example of the Eastern influence on education is the
teaching of the late Dr. Beverly Galyean. Her primary premise
is as follows:

In essence we are not individuals but part of the universal
consciousness [which is God]. Realizing this essential unity,
and experiencing oneself as part of it, is a major goal for a
child’s  education.  Because  each  person  is  part  of  the
universal consciousness which is love, each child contains
all the wisdom and love of the universe. This wisdom and love
is the higher self. The child can tap into this universal
mind and receive advice, information and help from it. This
is usually done through meditation and contact with spirit
guides.

Dr. Galyean continues by saying that “once we begin to see
that we are all God…the whole purpose of life is to reown the
Godlikeness within us; the perfect love, the perfect wisdom,
the perfect understanding, the perfect intelligence, and when
we do that, we create back to that old, that essential oneness
which is consciousness.”

An example of this philosophy is found in Dr. Jean Houston’s
text The Possible Human. Dr. Houston, the past president of
the Association for Humanistic Psychology, espouses a New Age
understanding of education. She refers to “The Master Teacher”
as being an inner ally who has urgent messages to send us.
Houston says that “if we cooperate with them that is, with our
own deepest knowing we begin to notice an astounding change in
our  lives.”  In  other  words,  she  is  talking  about  demonic
spirit guides that will seduce the individual into the occult
world.

Another example is found in a college level textbook that is
most often used on the freshman level. The text Becoming A



Master Student includes a chapter titled “You create it all”
in  which  students  are  told  that  they  create  everything
including  the  lectures  they  attend,  the  textbooks,  their
instructors, and their classmates. All those things they are
absolutely certain they do not control the weather, wars,
world hunger, the planets in actuality, they create those,
too.

Our  response  is  obvious:  we  must  speak  on  behalf  of  our
children in the educational arena. Unless we achieve this
goal, we will have emotionally and spiritually lost the battle
for our childrens’ future.

A Biblical Response
Transformation is the key element in the recipe to bring about
the  New  Age.  Change  must  take  place  in  the  lives  of
individuals  as  well  as  society.  The  New  Ager  sees  his
transformation as his becoming one with the universe, and as
equal with all therefore, he has no need for a savior. He
becomes more and more introspective as he looks within himself
for answers, guidance, and so on.

Likewise,  transformation  is  an  important  element  in
Christianity. The Christian is to be transformed (Rom. 12:2)
from within, thereby presenting himself wholly acceptable to
God. We are new creatures (2 Cor. 5:17), with a new nature
(Eph. 4:24). This inward transformation, a renewing of the
mind, results in an outward expression of care and concern for
others.

For the New Ager, transformation is an open door to the occult
world; for the Christian,transformation is the process whereby
the believer becomes more Christlike.

God has called us out of darkness to become sons and daughters
of His Light, His Truth, and His Kingdom (John 3:19-21). The
New  Age  world  lies  in  darkness,  and  God  is  calling  the



Christian to bring a candle and penetrate the darkness.

Evangelizing the New Ager
When witnessing to a New Ager it is helpful to begin your
discussion on a topic of common interest where you share a
compatible view. In so doing you establish a non-threatening
precedent for fair treatment in your communication.

Issues that may be common to both parties the rejection of
humanism, human rights, or ecology would be a good place to
begin your discussion. Remember your goal is to be a positive
witness and to proclaim the saving grace of Jesus. Consider
these points for effective witnessing:

• Pray that God will give you direction as you share.

• Always define one another’s terms and establish a biblical
reference. This is necessary even though New Agers will be
unlikely to accept the Bible as authoritative.

• Stress the uniqueness of Jesus as the Savior and His
resurrection as proof of His true divinity.

• Remember that arguing is not a positive witness. It is
important to share your personal relationship with the Lord.
A personal relationship with Jesus is virtually impossible
for the New Ager since he views God as being impersonal.

• Look for opportunities to present Jesus as a person who is
knowable and who desires a relationship.

• Help him recognize the reality of evil and see that Jesus
is his only avenue of escape.

• Show him that man’s problem is sin and not ignorance of his
personal divinity. The New Ager must realize that because of
his personal sin he is unable to escape the reality of
separation from God. Jesus, as the only sinless Son of God,
is the answer.



Salvation for the New Ager is oneness with all of creation.
You want him to understand not only God’s grace, but also
Christ’s sacrifice on the cross which was sufficient for the
New Ager as well.

This New Age of Aquarius that is to come upon the scene in the
near future has eroded much of the Christian consensus that
was once held. The challenge of the Christian church is great,
but it must be met. If not, our culture will increasingly
return to paganism.

©1996 Probe Ministries.

 

 

Unity School of Christianity

History
The Unity School of Christianity began as a quest for physical
healing  by  its  co-founder,  Mary  Caroline  Page,  known  as
Myrtle,  the  wife  of  Charles  Fillmore.  Even  before  their
marriage in March of 1881 Myrtle had already developed an
eclectic  theology.  Charles  had  a  background  in  Hinduism,
Buddhism, Rosicrucianism, and Theosophy.

They became students of metaphysics and after taking some
forty or more courses Myrtle developed what was to become
known as Practical Christianity. Myrtle became a practitioner
of “mental healing.”

A spiritual breakthrough came for Myrtle in 1886 when she

https://probe.org/unity-school-of-christianity/


attended  a  meeting  lead  by  Dr.  E.B.  Weeks,  a  noted
metaphysician. Dr. Weeks made a statement that would change
Myrtle’s understanding of herself and set her on a new course
of spiritual development. Myrtle was in a state of mental and
physical illness and had come to a point where she was not
helped by either medicine or physicians. Dr. Weeks’s statement
that day brought her the healing she sought. She cherished
each word of the phrase “I am a child of God and therefore I
do not inherit sickness.”

Myrtle believed that she had discovered a great “spiritual
truth” regarding healing, i.e., by repeating this phrase as a
positive affirmation she would be healed. She began to offer
her services to others and soon developed a following of those
seeking divine healing.

The Fillmores were students of Phineas Parkhurst Quimby, a
mental healer and metaphysician. Myrtle was also a follower of
Mary Baker Eddy, the founder of Christian Science, who was
likewise influenced by Quimby. Unity, therefore, was birthed
by the Fillmores, but its roots go back to directly to Mary
Baker Eddy and both directly and indirectly to Phineas Quimby.

According to Charles Fillmore the name Unity was adopted in
1895, denoting that Unity was devoted to the spiritualization
of all humanity and took the best from all religions. He said
the following regarding the eclectic belief system of Unity:

We  have  studied  many  isms,  many  cults.  People  of  every
religion under the sun claim that we either belong to them or
have borrowed the best part of our teaching from them. We
have borrowed the best from all religions, that is the reason
we are called Unity. . . . Unity is not a sect, not a
separation of people into an exclusive group of know-it-alls.
Unity  is  the  Truth  that  is  taught  in  all  religions,
simplified. . .so that anyone can understand and apply it.
Students of Unity do not find it necessary to sever their
church affiliations.



Thus many Christians adopt Unity’s teachings and bring those
back  into  their  churches,  not  identifying  their  “new”
teachings as Unity’s and thereby compromising the doctrinal
integrity of the church.

Unity Doctrine and Theology

God
God is not a personality but a spiritual energy “force” or
principle of love. Charles Fillmore in his book, Jesus Christ
Heals, says that “God is not loving. God is love . . . from
which is drawn forth all feeling, sympathy, emotion, and all
that goes to make up the joys of existence.”

Fillmore  goes  on  to  say,  “God  does  not  love  anybody  or
anything. God is the love in everybody and everything. God
exercises none of His attributes except through the inner
consciousness of the universe and man.” In other words, God is
not a personal being but an energy or force that expresses
itself as a pantheistic love that permeates all things.

H. Emilie Cady attempts to reconcile the seemingly incongruous
possibility that God can be both personal and impersonal by
her statement:

To the individual consciousness God takes on personality, but
as  the  creative  underlying  cause  of  all  things,  He  is
principle, impersonal; as expressed in each individual, He
becomes personal to that one personal, loving, all-forgiving
Father-Mother.

It’s obvious that Unity’s understanding of who God is has
fallen victim to its own syncretism. Unity, while attempting
to identify itself as being biblical, has offered too much on
the “altar of tolerance” and, thereby, has prostituted itself
on the bed of other gods.



Donald Curtis, former minister at Unity Church of Dallas and
author of several Unity books, has this to say about God:
“Every one of us has planted within him a God-seed, and the
business of life is to see that this seed grows, unfolds, and
expresses in our world.”

Curtis goes on to say, “As this seed unfolds through the
development  of  the  Christ  consciousness,  we  fulfill  our
highest objective in this world.”

The ultimate goal of those who follow Unity teaching is to
recognize their “oneness” with the “Force,” thereby realizing
their  true  self,  the  God-Self.  The  god  of  Unity  is  an
adaptation of Hindu belief regarding the divine. God is a part
of His creation. God is in all things.

Jesus the Christ
Unity also holds an unbiblical view of Jesus. Donald Curtis
agrees with Unity theology in that he believes that Jesus the
man is fundamentally different from Jesus the Christ. Curtis
says, “Christ is the universal principle of love and wisdom.
Christ is the only Son of God, but this only Son of God lives
in each one of us.”

Curtis makes a primary deviation from biblical understanding
in that he holds the position that Jesus is man and that
Christ is divine consciousness. He states, “Let us prepare
ourself  so  that  the  Christ  may  be  born  in  our  own
consciousness!” In other words, our spirituality is based on
the discovery that the Christ is inherently within each one of
us regardless of our personal beliefs or affiliations.

Curtis continues: “When we say ‘Jesus the Christ,’ we must
realize that Jesus represents man and Christ represents God in
man.” Unity distorts Christ as the Messiah and renders Him as
a  “universal  principle  of  love”  that  resides  in  all  of
humanity  simply  waiting  to  be  discovered  through  self-
consciousness.



Unity, along with other New Age belief systems, espouses a
mental  and  spiritual  ‘transformation’  that  will  raise  our
consciousness.  According  to  Curtis  “there  are  levels  of
development  through  which  we  grow  toward  full  Christ-
consciousness when we are truly transformed, fully reborn.”

The  pantheistic  nature  of  Unity  is  expressed  in  Curtis’
declaration that “we let our self be ruled by the Christ
within. We let the Christ teaching unfold in and through us in
this  great  new  age.  We  know  that  this  Christ  principle
indwells  every  individual,  no  matter  what  his  religious
beliefs may be. . . . We give thanks for the realization of
the mystical Christ, for the Christ consciousness alive in our
life.”

Unified Man
According  to  Donald  Curtis,  man’s  primary  purpose  is  to
recognize that he is divine. He states: “There is another
teaching, however a higher teaching. It is that man has always
existed as part of God, and that this God-self, which is the
living Essence of everything, individualizes itself in man.”

Curtis goes on to say that “within each of us there is a
great,  wise,  and  beautiful  Being.  This  is  what  we  really
are–the  living  Essence  of  everything.  We  are  evolving
constantly. We have self- consciousness; now we must develop
God-consciousness, a sense of universal unity. And we must
endeavor to manifest this God- consciousness in our world to
solve  our  apparent  differences  through  love  and
understanding.”

Unity  teaches  evolution,  both  physical  and  mental  or
spiritual. It teaches that mankind evolves toward Godhood and
that this collective God-consciousness will be man’s solution
to  all  his  problems.  This  teaching  elevates  mankind  to
divinity, a position that is far from biblical teaching.

In his book The Way of the Christ, Curtis says that “man is



human, but he is first of all divine.” He adds that “as we
recognize and identify with the Christ within, we become one
with the universal Self-God.”

This is nothing more than Hindu philosophy dressed in Western
garb: everything is a part of God and God encompasses all that
is, whether it be animate or inanimate. This idea, pantheism,
is widely held in the East and is being imported to the United
States via every means available to man.

Salvation
H. Emilie Cady in her book, Lessons in Truth, says that “man
originally lived consciously in the spiritual part of himself.
He fell by descending in his consciousness to the external or
more material part of himself.” In other words, the fall of
man was from the spiritual realm to the physical and this fall
has caused him to suffer spiritual amnesia. Therefore man’s
dilemma is to reclaim his place in the spiritual realm through
right thinking.

Unity teaches that as man discovers his innate divinity he
continues to raise his consciousness until he becomes fully
God-  realized.  Once  man  has  achieved  this  state  of
understanding he recognizes that he is in perfect oneness with
God and is not in need of redemption but that he is indeed the
divine.

The unbiblical position regarding salvation held by Unity is
clearly seen in the Unity publication, The Way to Salvation.
This pamphlet states that “Jesus Christ was not meant to be
slain as a substitute for man; that is, to atone vicariously
for him. Each person must achieve at-one-ment with God, by
letting the Christ Spirit within him resurrect his soul into
Christ perfection.”

Curtis says that “more than ever, we need to become quiet and
focus upon the inner. We need to be still and to know that the
presence within is God.” When one becomes fully aware of this



divine presence salvation is realized because the individual
no longer has a sense of lostness.

Reincarnation
Unity teaches that the individual lives a number of lifetimes
within one existence. Dr. Donald Curtis of the Unity Church of
Dallas writes that “it isn’t so important that we make it in
this particular lifetime, as it is to realize that we do make
it,  because  there  is  only  one  lifetime  and  it  goes  on
forever.”

Article 22 of the Unity Statement of Faith states, “we believe
that  the  dissolution  of  spirit,  soul  and  body,  caused  by
death, is annulled by rebirth of the same spirit and soul in
another  body  here  on  earth.  We  believe  the  repeated
incarnations of man to be a merciful provision of our loving
Father to the end that all may have opportunity to attain
immortality through regeneration, as did Jesus.”

Charles  Fillmore  rejected  the  standard  understanding  of
reincarnation as described by the Hindu or the Buddhist. He
could not accept their respective teachings regarding the Law
of  Karma  or  the  Transmigration  of  the  soul.  For  him
reincarnation was a much more simple way for God to offer man
a second chance at perfection.

This teaching of reincarnation is perhaps the most destructive
of  all  the  false  teachings  of  Unity.  The  belief  in
reincarnation undercuts the primary tenets of the gospel. One
would  have  to  deny  the  deity  of  our  Lord,  His  physical
resurrection, and His Second Coming to accept the error of
Charles and Myrtle Fillmore.

Reincarnation  undercuts  Christian  doctrine  in  three  ways.
First, it assumes that God is impersonal and is therefore
unknowable. Second, reincarnation denigrates the Atonement of
Christ, and third, it denies the fact that Jesus physically
resurrected from the dead. We need to look at each of these



more closely.

The  Bible  does  not  offer  any  evidence  to  support  these
assumptions. On the contrary, the Bible clearly teaches that
God is a personal Being and that He is knowable. Isaiah 43:25
and Jeremiah 31:20 tell us that God remembers; Exodus 3:12 and
Matthew 3:17 say that God speaks; Genesis 1:1 and 6:5 along
with  Exodus  2:24  say  that  God  sees,  hears  and  creates.
Elsewhere the Bible tells us that God is a personal Spirit
(John 4:24 and Hebrews 1:3). Since God is a personal Being, He
has a will (Matthew 6:10, Hebrews 10:7-9 and 1 John 2:17).
Because God has an expressed will, He will also judge His
creation (Ezekiel 18:30 and 34:20, and also 2 Corinthians
5:10).

Unity attempts to denigrate the Atonement of Christ in order
to  build  a  better  case  for  reincarnation;  however,  the
Atonement delivers man from the cyclical concept of rebirth.
Reincarnation does not offer us either peace or hope. The
Atonement offers us peace because we do not have to rely on
our own righteousness, and it offers us hope because of what
Jesus did on the cross. Jesus has dealt with our sin on the
cross and our response is to simply accept His work on our
behalf.

Likewise, Unity cannot accept a physical resurrection for our
Lord. Unity holds that the disciples expected Jesus to be
reincarnated, not resurrected. The biblical claims that Jesus
rose physically, appeared to and was recognized by many, was
physically  touched  by  some,  and  ate  fish  with  others  are
troublesome and must be explained away or spiritualized into
meaninglessness if Unity is to seem plausible. (See Luke 24:16
and 31.)

Conclusion
The  Unity  School  of  Christianity  is  recognized  as  a  cult
because it exhibits several cultic characteristics. One such



characteristic is syncretism. Syncretism is the attempt to
combine or reconcile differing beliefs, usually by taking the
most attractive features from several sources and combining
them into a something new. Unity has taken what some would
call “the best qualities” of various religious view points and
combined them into a new and more acceptable faith.

Another characteristic of cults that is true of Unity is the
denial  of  the  biblical  doctrine  of  salvation  by  faith  in
Christ’s person and His finished work on the cross. In Unity,
salvation comes by recognizing our inherent divinity and our
oneness with God.

Unity is, in my opinion, the most deceptive of the cultic
groups that use the word Christian in their name. Unity’s
distinction is that the follower of its teaching is encouraged
to remain in his respective church home whether it be Baptist,
Methodist, Presbyterian, or whatever. The followers of Unity
considers their denominational affiliation as a mission field
where they can subtly disseminate their ideas.

I recall that when I first became a believer and was attending
a Methodist church, there was a particular woman in the church
who  often  greeted  me  with  the  phrase,  “Greetings  to  your
higher self.” It was a peculiar way to greet someone, yet I
never asked her what she meant by it. It was several years
later when I became a student of the cults that I understood
the  significance  of  her  greeting.  She  was  a  follower  of
Unity’s teachings, that each of us has the divine residing
within us and that the higher self is God.

According  to  Charles  Fillmore,  Unity  is  the  blending  of
various religions and belief systems into one unified system
of thought. The Fillmores introduced beliefs into their system
that had been commonplace in Eastern religions and occult
practices.

The Fillmores introduced a pantheistic view of God to their



followers and saw God as being both male and female. God is
seen as an energy or force that resides in all things both
animate  and  inanimate.  Likewise  God  is  seen  as  being
impersonal  and  a  part  of  His  creation.

Jesus is a principle of “love” that brings oneness to all
things. This Christ principle is present within each one of us
and ultimately unifies us in a salvation experience.

Unity  teaches  that  man’s  primary  problem  is  that  he  has
spiritual amnesia and needs to reconnect with his destiny. He
needs to regain the realization that he is evolving toward
divinity.

Salvation,  according  to  Unity,  comes  by  recognizing  one’s
divine  nature.  Unity  does  not  recognize  the  Atonement  of
Christ but rather seeks what Eastern mystics refer to as at-
one-ment or realizing oneness with the divine on a spiritual
level.

Since Unity does not recognize the work of Christ on the cross
(the Atonement), but rather accepts evolution as a positive
ingredient in man’s spirituality, it is only logical that they
embrace  reincarnation  as  a  valid  system  for  spiritual
enlightenment. As you can see, then Unity is not based on
biblical teaching. To the contrary, it is heavily influenced
by Eastern thought and belief. Unity is a classic New Age cult
and  is  not  Christian  in  any  aspect  of  its  doctrine  or
teaching.
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Embraced  by  the  Light  of
Deception  –  A  Christian
Critique
Former Probe staffer Russ Wise shows that Betty Eadie’s best-
selling  book  Embraced  by  the  Light  is  a  combination  of
biblical images and spiritual deception.

The Popularity of Betty Eadie’s Book
A growing number of Christians are embracing the light of
Betty Eadie, the author of Embraced by the Light. Ms. Eadie’s
book,  along  with  several  other  new-age  bestsellers,  are
influencing the Christian church in a negative way.

The bestseller, Embraced by the Light, is one that needs to be
dealt with. It has been on the New York Times Bestseller List
for over a year now and has sold more than two million copies
thus far.

Betty Eadie is a woman on a mission and her mission is to
introduce the “Jesus” she met in her near-death experience to
as many people as she can. She has been on a variety of
national television programs and hundreds of local programs.
According to her publicist she has spoken in a significant
number of churches, and Christians make up a large portion of
those who purchase the book. That is scary.

Ms. Eadie has become somewhat of a guru for many. When she was
in Dallas in February, 1994, the Dallas Morning News carried a
lead  story  expressing  the  adoration  of  her  new-found
followers. One woman said that Ms. Eadie gave her a kind of
inner peace and that without it she would have lost her mind.
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Another woman said that she cried all the way through the book
the first time she read it. A man said that the book validated
a lot of things he had believed and that he now looks at
things differently.

According  to  the  Dallas  Morning  News  article  the  book’s
greatest appeal “stems from the description of eternal life, a
comforting notion for people who have survived a loved one or
for those pondering their own fate.”

The popularity of Betty Eadie and her book Embraced by the
Light in Christians’ lives raises some important questions for
us to ask ourselves. Why is her message so readily accepted by
Christians? How has the church failed in its mission, thereby
creating an atmosphere where such heresy could flourish?

Ms. Eadie says that she was shown in the spirit world that we
were with God in the beginning and that we helped him to
create the earth. She tells us that Eve’s “initiative” made it
possible for mankind to have children, that sin is not our
true nature, and that we are inherently divine.

She continues by saying that we are all God’s children and
that we are here on earth to learn the lessons we need for our
own spiritual evolution. Our key lesson is to remember our
divinity and return to heaven. Eadie embraces the idea that
all religions and faiths are equal in God’s sight and that
they are essential in our development. Likewise, spirits from
the other side will also help us learn the lessons of life and
aid in our progress.

Ms. Eadie says that death is a spiritual “rebirth” as we
simply make a “transition” to another state of being. There
will be no judgement day and we will judge ourselves regarding
our spiritual evolution.



Mormonism and Magic
She also teaches that we choose the illnesses that we would
suffer and that some would choose the illness that would end
their lives. She further teaches that hell is not forever and
that because of “love,” in the end, all will be saved.

Before  we  can  fully  understand  Ms.  Eadie’s  worldview  and
theology it is important for us to recognize that she is a
Mormon and has been exposed to new age paganism. She has, in
fact, been a member in good standing of the Mormon Church for
the past fifteen years or more.

Betty  Eadie’s  background  is  a  mixture  of  native  American
Indian spirituality, Catholicism, and Mormonism. Her mother
was a full- blooded Sioux Indian and as a young child Betty
attended a Catholic boarding school.

This spiritual syncretism helps us recognize the source of her
close encounter with “the Light.” As we take a closer look at
her new-found belief system we are able to not only see Mormon
ideas but beliefs that are found in the occult.

On page 57 of her book Betty tells the reader, “within our
universe are both positive and negative energies, and both
types of energies are essential to creation and growth. These
energies have intelligence—they do our will. They are willing
servants.”

You may remember “The Force” of Star Wars and its “light” and
“dark” side. The Force was both “good” and “evil.” One simply
chose which side of “The Force” one wanted to utilize for his
evolutionary  development.  There  was  no  “right”  or  “wrong”
choice; it was a matter of personal preference.

The Force is similar to “magic.” In the occult world magic has
a “good” side and an “evil” side. It is also considered to
have a “light” side and a “dark” side.



Magic is an attempt by man to gain equality with God. To
become a part of the creative process. God spoke the universe
into existence by His word. The magician, sorcerer, or witch
attempts to speak things into existence by words based on
their occult knowledge.

The Christian desires to obey the will of God, not to force
God  to  do  his  bidding.  This  is  the  essential  difference
between occult practice, magic, and Christianity.

Another example of Ms. Eadie’s new age belief is the account
of  her  being  in  a  garden  while  she  had  her  out-of-body
experience (OBE). She saw a rose and was struck by its beauty
and as she looked at it she felt that she had become “one”
with it. She states on page 81 of her book, “I felt God in the
plant, in me, his love pouring into us. We were all one!”

“At-one-ment” or the interconnectedness of all things is a
primary tenet of new age thought and philosophy. Betty Eadie,
through her OBE, experienced the greatest deception Lucifer
plays on humanity—that we are a part of the divine, that we
are indeed deity. The idea that we are divine beings opens our
understanding that we have all that we need “within” us to
progress toward our full potential as a god or goddess.

Our “looking” or “going” within is an attempt to discover our
inner allies and gain “deep” learning so we further evolve
mentally  and  spiritually.  These  allies  or  inner  teachers,
helpers, or guides are available to all of us, according to
the new age mystics.

This inner teacher is also known as the “Higher Self” or the
“True Self” and is in constant battle with our cognitive or
conscious self. The focus of knowledge is transferred from the
objective and cognitive to the subjective and intuitive or
experiential. It is my contention that the greatest danger
Betty Eadie represents for the Christian is that Truth is
based on or in experience rather than the Word of God.



Betty Eadie’s View of Jesus
Ms. Eadie believes that the “Jesus” she met during her OBE was
the “real” word of God and not a book that has been corrupted
over  the  millennia.  Perhaps  some  of  the  most  disturbing
aspects of her book is what is left out rather than the
deception within.

Betty Eadie never mentions the crucifixion or the atonement
for  sin.  In  her  worldview  they  simply  are  not  needed.
According to her belief we are at-one with God. Likewise, she
never mentions the cross of Christ; evidently her “Jesus” is
too positive to mention something as negative as the cross or
the need of redemption.

There is no mention of evil or victory over sin. There is no
resurrection.  Ms.  Eadie  is  almost  evangelistic  in  her
declaration that “all religions upon the earth are necessary
because there are people who need what they teach. People in
one religion may not have a complete understanding of the
Lord’s gospel and never will have while in that religion.”
(see Gal. 1:8 and 2 Cor. 11:13 along with Matt. 24:24)

Eadie continues by saying “as an individual raises his level
of understanding about God and his own eternal progress, he
might feel disconnected with the teachings of his present
church and seek a different philosophy or religion to fill
that void. When this occurs he has reached another level of
understanding and will long for further truth and knowledge.”

She says, “Having received this knowledge, I knew that we have
no right to criticize any church or religion in any way. They
are all precious and important in his sight.”

Another concern of Ms. Eadie’s is her unbiblical teaching
regarding the person of Jesus. On page 44 of her book Ms.
Eadie  recounts  her  meeting  the  Jesus  of  her  out-of-body-
experience:



I understood that he was the Son of God, though he himself
was also a God, and that he had chosen from before the
creation of the world to be our Savior.

Ms.  Eadie’s  statement  regarding  the  person  of  Jesus  is
legitimate with the exception of one word that causes us to
think of how the Jehovah Witnesses translate John 1:1. The
article “a” becomes very important when it precedes “God.”
However, for Ms. Eadie the use of the article “a” indicates
that she views Jesus as another distinct deity rather than the
second person of a triune god—thereby exposing her Mormon
understanding of the trinity. The Mormons believe in three
separate beings who are each divine rather than three persons
comprising one God as the Bible indicates.

The  Bible  is  explicit  in  its  affirmation  of  the  Trinity.
Deuteronomy  6:4  is  clear  in  its  declaration  of  one  God.
Elsewhere in Scripture we see God the Father (Matthew 6:9),
God the Son (John 1:1), and God the Holy Spirit (Acts 5:3-4)
as three distinct Persons who are equal in every aspect of
their being.

In John 10:30 Jesus says that He is one with the Father,
thereby leaving no doubt of their oneness regarding their
essence and that they are not two separate beings or gods as
Ms. Eadie would have us believe. Ms. Eadie refers to “the
Spirit of God,” although she does not mention the Holy Spirit
as  the  third  Person  of  the  Trinity  by  name.  The  Bible,
likewise, is clear regarding the stature of the Holy Spirit.
In John 14:26 the Holy Spirit is seen as the enabler in
helping God’s people understand divine truth.

Betty Eadie’s view of Jesus comes into focus once Biblical
light is shed upon it. It becomes perfectly clear that she
does not hold a trinitarian view of God.



Deception of New Age Religion
The unsettling message that Betty Eadie offers in her book is
that we are not sinners needing redemption, but that we are
spiritual beings who have lost our way. We have forgotten our
divinity. Spiritual growth is a progressive process toward
self-realization and at-one-ment.

The new-age worldview of Betty Eadie is evident:

• All is One
• All is God
• Man is God
• All is changing
• Man is changing
• All is relative
• Self is the Judge
• The gospel is unnecessary

Ms. Eadie sounds like Shirley MacLaine, the popular new age
entertainer and author, when she says that her prior existence
“had  been  purposely  blocked  from  me  by  a  ‘veil’  of
forgetfulness at my birth.” Ms. MacLaine had previously made
the same statement in her popular book Out on a Limb.

In other words, we were with our heavenly Father in the spirit
world  and  eventually  came  to  the  point  where  we  were
spiritually dry and realized that the only way to get beyond
our dryness was to jump start our spirituality. Thereby, we
chose to leave our heavenly home and incarnate on this earth
where  we  might  further  develop  our  spiritual  essence  and
advance our possibilities in the spirit world.

Ms. Eadie states that prior to our leaving our spiritual home
and incarnating in this world we perfected a plan for growth
before we took on this physical shell. She says on page 47 of
her book that “the Father explained that coming to earth for a
time would further our spiritual growth. Each spirit who was



to come to earth assisted in planning the conditions on earth,
including the laws of mortality which would govern us.”

In the spirit world Ms. Eadie was told “that we had all
desired to come here, that we had actually chosen many of our
weaknesses and difficult situations in our lives so that we
could grow.” She continues by saying, “to my surprise I saw
that most of us had selected the illnesses we would suffer,
and for some, the illness that would end our lives . . . we
were very willing, even anxious, as spirits to accept all of
our ailments, illnesses, and accidents here to help better
ourselves spiritually.”

According to Betty Eadie we are basically good. On page 49 of
her book Ms. Eadie says “that sin is not our true nature.
Spiritually,  we  are  at  various  degrees  of  light—which  is
knowledge—and because of our divine spiritual nature we are
filled with the desire to do good.” She continues by saying
“that there is a vital, dynamic link between the spirit world
and mortality, and that we need the spirits on the other side
for our progression.”

In  the  above  statement  Ms.  Eadie  is  allowing  her  god’s
eclectic worldview show. The idea that man is basically “good”
is commonly held in the field of humanistic psychology rather
than in Christian Scripture. The Bible indicates that man is
in need of redemption and forgiveness. Her belief that we, in
the mortal world, are in need of the spirits from the other
side to aid us in our spiritual progression is taken directly
from  her  Mormon  background.  We  find  this  teaching  in  the
Doctrine and Covenants (128:15), one of the Standard Works of
the Mormon Church.

The Biblical indication is that in the last days many will be
deceived. The gospel writer of Matthew seems to agree. Not
only will unbelievers be deceived but also those who have
trusted Jesus for their salvation may be equally deceived. The
Scripture says, “For false christs and false prophets will



arise and show great signs and wonders, so as to deceive, if
possible, even the elect.” (Matthew 24:36) The problem that
many have in our day is that they seek “signs” and “wonders”
rather than Jesus. Experience has become their teacher rather
than the Word. Our response is simply, Jesus—the only begotten
Son of God. There is salvation in no other. Our hope is not in
our experiences, but in a person.

Testing the Book by The Bible
Betty Eadie exposes more of her Mormon worldview with her
belief in a pre-mortal existence. When Ms. Eadie first speaks
of “Jesus” in her book she said “I knew that I had known him
from the beginning, from long before my earth life, because my
spirit remembered him.” Another example of her “new found”
belief in a pre-existence was when “Jesus” allowed her to
recall her feelings when creation occurred. She says that “all
people as spirits in the pre-mortal world took part in the
creation of the earth.”

Ms. Eadie offers another example. She relates an experience
during her heavenly visitation where she “traveled to many
other worlds—earths like our own but more glorious, and always
filled  with  loving,  intelligent  people.”  She  continues  by
saying, “I knew that I had been to these places before.” She
had an experience that she could not deny.

Some have said that a man with an argument is always at the
mercy of a man with an experience. A growing problem in our
society is the willingness to accept one’s experience over the
protestation of the facts. As Christians we need to be careful
that we do not fall into this trap. Our responsibility is to
consider  the  Word  of  God  and  allow  it  to  validate  the
experience or not. We must be extremely careful not to allow
our or anyone else’s experience to mold our belief system.

Another example of Ms. Eadie’s pre-mortal experience was an
encounter with those in the spirit world. She said, “I saw



again the spirits who had not yet come to earth, and I saw
some of them hovering over people in mortality. I saw one male
spirit  trying  to  get  a  mortal  man  and  woman  together  on
earth—his future parents.” (I had a brief moment of deja vu
and thought of Marty McFly in Back to the Future).

A  growing  number  of  Christians  are  accepting  Ms.  Eadie’s
account of the after-life, and the church is allowing her
beliefs to take root by their lack of biblical teaching. The
Bible  is  very  clear  regarding  the  individual’s  moment  of
existence (Psalm 139:13-16). Nowhere in Scripture does our
Lord offer a possibility that we pre-existed with Him in the
spirit world. The burden of proof is on the one with the
experience and not the objective Word of God.

What  can  we  learn  from  Betty  Eadie  and  her  near-death
experience? First and foremost is that near-death experiences
tend to alter one’s worldview. Raymond Moody in his book The
Light Beyond offers evidence for such a concern. He states
that those who experience a near-death episode

…emerge with an appreciation of religion that is different
from the narrowly defined one established by most churches.
They come to realize through this experience that religion
is not a matter of one ‘right’ group versus several ‘wrong’
groups. People who undergo an NDE come out of it saying that
religion concerns your ability to love—not doctrine and
denominations. In short, they think that God is a much more
magnanimous being than they previously thought, and that
denominations don’t count.

This idea, that doctrine is of no importance but we should
only be concerned about love, is parallel to the teachings
found in the New Age worldview. Ms. Eadie is in agreement with
Dr. Moody’s statement that “love” is our ultimate goal and
that religion is simply a vehicle to get us to the party. It
makes little or no difference whether we get there in a Ford
or a Chevrolet. As warm and cozy as this idea sounds, it does



not take into account the words of our Lord in John 14:6: “I
am the way, the truth, and the life. No one comes to the
Father except through Me.” Jesus was very clear that He wasn’t
offering one of many ways, but that He was The Way and The
Truth. He was very confident that salvation was found in no
other.
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Education  and  New  Age
Humanism

The Humanistic Charade
Most religions consist of a unified system of beliefs that
deals with basic views on such things as God and human ethics.
The two basic elements in all religions are: (1) a view of God
or some ultimate reality, and (2) a view of ethics, derived
from ultimate reality. Most often these are expressed in some
kind of holy book. Each major religion has a holy book or
books. Christianity is no exception. Humanism, as well, has
its holy books: The Humanist Manifestos I and II.

The manifesto itself regards humanism as a religion. The very
first sentence reads: “Humanism is a philosophical, religious
and  moral  point  of  view  as  old  as  human  civilization
itself.”(1) So, humanism not only has its “holy books,” but
has a view of God as well: It says there is no God.

The second Humanist Manifesto, published in 1973 states; “As
in  1933,  humanists  still  believe  that  traditional  theism,
especially faith in the prayer-hearing God, assumed to love
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and care for persons, to hear and understand their prayers,
and to be able to do something about them, is an unproved and
outmoded faith.

“Salvationism, based on mere affirmation, still appears as
harmful,  diverting  people  with  false  hopes  of  heaven
hereafter.  Reasonable  minds  look  to  other  means  for
survival.”(2)

The manifesto goes on to say, “We find insufficient evidence
for belief in the existence of a supernatural; it is either
meaningless or irrelevant to the question of the survival and
fulfillment of the human race. As nontheists, we begin with
humans not God, nature not deity.”(3)

The Humanist Manifesto goes on to state, “we can discover no
divine purpose or providence for the human species. While
there is much that we do not know, humans are responsible for
what we are or will become. No deity will save us; we must
save ourselves.”(4)

Regarding the individual, the Manifesto says that “in the area
of  sexuality,  we  believe  that  intolerant  attitudes,  often
cultivated  by  orthodox  religions  and  puritanical  cultures,
unduly repress sexual conduct. The right to birth control,
abortion, and divorce should be recognized. While we do not
approve of exploitive, denigrating forms of sexual expression,
neither do we wish to prohibit, by law or social sanction,
sexual behavior between consenting adults.”(5)

And humanism has a firm position on ethics. Their “bible”
says, “Moral values derive their source from human experience.
Ethics is autonomous and situational.”(6)

In other words, morals are not derived from absolutes given by
God, but are determined by the individual from situation to
situation. By and large, the humanists deplore any reference
to  them  as  being  “religious.”  However,  the  Supreme  Court
identified secular humanism as a religion on at least two



occasions: Abington v. Schempp and Torcaso v. Watkins.

In  Torcaso  the  court  spelled  out  that  “religion”  in  the
constitutional  sense  includes  non-theistic,  as  well  as
theistic religion and the state is therefore forbidden to
prohibit or promote either form of religion.(7)

The concern I have is not whether “humanism” is recognized as
a religion by the humanists themselves or not. It is that
those who shape the young minds of America are humanists and
in most cases they are not willing to be honest about it.

The Great Brain Robbery
Humanism is the dominant view among leading educators in the
U.S. They set the trends of modern education, develop the
curriculum,  dispense  federal  monies,  and  advise  government
officials on educational needs. In short, they hold the future
in their hands. As Christian taxpayers we are paying for the
overthrow of our own position.

Charles  Francis  Potter,  an  original  signer  of  the  first
Humanist  Manifesto  and  honorary  president  of  the  National
Education Association, has this to say about public school
education:

Education is thus a most powerful ally of Humanism, and every
American public school is a school of Humanism.(8)

Not  only  are  the  leading  educators  of  America  promoting
humanism, but so are those who write the textbooks children
use in the classroom.

A sociology textbook dealing with ethics states: “There are
exceptions  to  almost  all  moral  laws,  depending  on  the
situation. What is wrong in one instance may be right in
another. Most children learn that it is wrong to lie. But
later they may learn that it is tactless, if not actually



wrong, not to lie under certain circumstances.”(9)

To show how this is coming about, we will go first to the
basic issue the change in the philosophy of education. We will
then examine some of the fruit the specific programs carrying
the humanist message into the classrooms. Finally, we will
examine the attitude of those in educational leadership who
are trying to promote humanism in the schools, whether it be
secular or cosmic in nature.

Educational Philosophy
Most of us have thought that the schools’ basic responsibility
is to teach what is known as the three “R’s”: reading, writing
and arithmetic. But the fact that many students today cannot
pass basic aptitude tests indicate the failure of the public
schools in teaching the three “R’s.”

A recent Time magazine essay stated that “a standardized math
test was given to 13-year-olds in six countries last year,”
and that the “Koreans did the best. Americans did the worst.”
Besides being shown triangles and equations, the kids were
shown the statement “I am good at mathematics.” Koreans were
least likely to agree with this statement, while Americans
were most likely to agree, with 68 percent in agreement.(10)

The  conclusion  one  might  make  regarding  these  informative
results is that American school children are not very good at
math, but they feel good about it.

Today leading educators no longer see their job primarily to
be the teaching of these necessary skills. The philosophy of
education has undergone a fundamental change. Educators now
perceive their jobs to be the complete “resocialization” of
the child–the complete reshaping of his values, beliefs and
morals.

Teaching  is  now  being  viewed  as  a  form  of  therapy,  the
classroom as a clinic, and the teacher as a therapist whose



job it is to apply psychological techniques in the shaping of
the child’s personality and values.

Teacher as Therapist
S. I. Hayakawa, U. S. Senator from California, was an educator
for most of his life. On the floor of the U. S. Senate, he
stated:

In recent years in colleges of education and schools of
sociology  and  psychology,  an  educational  heresy  has
flourished . . . The heresy of which I speak regards the
fundamental task of education as therapy.(11)

The National Education Association report, “Education for the
70’s,” states clearly that “schools will become clinics whose
purpose is to provide individualized psycho-social treatment
for  the  student,  and  teachers  must  become  psycho-social
therapists.”(12)

The February 1968 issue of the National Education Journal
states:

The most controversial issue of the 21st Century will pertain
to  the  ends  and  means  of  human  behavior  and  who  will
determine them. The first education question will not be
`What knowledge is of the most worth?’ but `What kind of
human behavior do we wish to produce?'(13)

Who will determine human behavior, and what kind of behavior
do  we  want?  Who  will  engineer  society,  and  what  kind  of
society shall we design? These are the tasks the educational
leaders have set for themselves. They are not thinking small.

Catherine Barrett, a former president of the NEA, said:

We will need to recognize that the so-called basic skills,
which  represent  nearly  the  total  effort  in  elementary



schools, will be taught in 1/4 of the present school day. The
remaining time will be devoted to what is truly fundamental
and basic.(14)

Barrett wishes to press on to bigger and more significant
things,  such  as  redesigning  society  by  reshaping  our
children’s  values.  Educational  leaders  are  saying  the  big
question in education is: What human behavior do we want, and
who will produce it?

The question we need to ask is: By what pattern do these
educators propose to reconstruct society, and whose values
will be taught? You can believe that it will not be the Judeo-
Christian value system.

What are the basic programs carrying the humanist message into
the  classroom?  Senator  Hayakawa  mentions  psychodrama,  role
playing,  touch  therapy  and  encounter  groups.  Others  are:
values clarification, situation ethics, sensitivity training,
survival  training  and  other  behavior-oriented  programs.
Meditation, visualization, guided imagery, along with self-
esteem teaching, represent intuitive learning that has become
known as “affective education.”

Dr.  William  Coulson  of  the  Western  Sciences  Institute
indicated that affective learning, self-actualization, is at
the root of our nation’s illiteracy.(15)

These programs are designed to modify children’s attitudes,
values and beliefs. The primary problem is not the teaching of
values, but the fact that these new programs are designed to
“free”  the  children  from  the  Judeo-Christian  value  system
taught by parents and church.

These programs cover such topics as sex education, death ed,
drug and alcohol education, family life, human development and
personality adjustment. The teaching today by humanists is
void of absolutes; there is not a basis of discerning right



and wrong. The only wrong is having or holding an absolute.

Relativism is the Key
The only basis for developing morals is what the child himself
wants or thinks, and /or what the peer group decides is right.
Strong  convictions  of  right  and  wrong  are  looked  upon  as
evidence  of  poor  social  adjustment  and  of  need  for  the
teachers’ therapy. The bottom line is this the major consensus
determines what is right or wrong at any point in our culture,
there are no absolutes.

Sheila  Schwartz  is  a  member  of  the  American  Humanist
Association, and her article “Adolescent Literature: Humanism
Is Alive and Thriving in the Secondary School” appeared in the
January/February 1976 edition of The Humanist. In regard to
the impact of secular humanist thought in education, she makes
the following statements:

Something wonderful, free, unheralded, and of significance to
all humanists is happening in the secondary schools. It is
the  adolescent-literature  movement.  They  may  burn
Slaughterhouse Five in North Dakota and ban a number of
innocuous books in Kanawha County, but thank God [sic] the
crazies don’t do all that much reading. If they did they’d
find that they have already been defeated. . . Nothing that
is part of contemporary life is taboo in this genre and any
valid  piece  of  writing  that  helps  make  the  world  more
knowable  to  young  people  serves  an  important  humanistic
function.(16)

Lastly,  what  are  the  basic  attitudes  of  the  educational
leadership in America?

Sidney Simon is one of the educational elite in the U.S. He is
a humanist, teaches at the Center for Humanistic Education in
Amherst, Massachusetts, and is one of the main architects of
values clarification theory, which is widely used in public



schools. Mr. Simon is a professor. He teaches those who will
later teach your children and mine in the public school. While
Mr. Simon was teaching at Temple University in Philadelphia,
he commented on his experience teaching high school students:

I always bootlegged the values stuff. I was assigned to teach
social  studies  in  elementary  school  and  I  taught  values
clarification. I was assigned current trends in American
education and I taught my trend.(17)

Simon goes on to say, “Keep it subtle, keep it quiet, or the
parents will really get upset.”(18)

Rhoda Lorand, a member of the American Board of Professional
Psychology,  made  some  observations  about  the  attitudes  of
educators before the U.S. House Sub-Committee on Education.
Her testimony related to House Resolution 5163 having to do
with education. Her words are as follows:

The contempt for parents is so shockingly apparent in many of
the courses funded under Title III, in which the teacher is
required to become an instant psychiatrist who probes the
psyche of her pupils, while encouraging them to criticize
their parents’ beliefs, values and teachings. This process
continues from kindergarten through the twelfth grade.(19)

As  parents,  we  are  expected  to  fund  the  very  teaching
methodology that is designed to destroy our influence upon our
children.

The New Age Seduction
However, the humanist perspective on education is not the only
threat we face today. The humanists became entrenched in the
late 1960s and during the 1970s.

During the decade of the eighties and now in the nineties we
have a new threat. Those who have bought into the New Age



movement have a goal to influence the young as well. The
January/February  1983  issue  of  The  Humanist  carried  this
article titled “A Religion for a New Age.” The author stated:

I am convinced that the battle for humankind’s future must be
waged and won in the public school classroom by teachers who
correctly perceive their role as the proselytizers of a new
faith: a religion of humanity that recognizes and respects
the spark of what theologians call divinity in every human
being.  These  teachers  must  embody  the  same  selfless
dedication as the most rabid fundamentalist preachers, for
they will be ministers of another sort, utilizing a classroom
instead of a pulpit to convey humanist values in whatever
subject  they  teach,  regardless  of  the  educational  level
preschool day care or large state university.(20)

The main thrust of this new threat is eastern in philosophy
and origin. Humanism as a religion represents a real threat to
our Christian heritage, but eastern philosophical ideas by
comparison are deadly to our way of life.

Instructor magazine, a publication for teachers, carried an
article entitled “Your Kids are Psychic! But they may never
know it without your help.” The article says that “teachers in
particular are in a position to play an exciting role in the
psychic development of children.”(21) The article goes on to
identify  psychic  ability  as  the  practice  of  telepathy,
clairvoyance, precognition and retrocognition.

As teachers continue their path toward enlightenment of their
students,  they  may  step  into  the  world  of  “confluent
education.” Dr. Beverly Galyean describes confluent education
as a “wholistic” approach to learning. The basic premises of
“confluent education” should cause great concern within the
Christian community.

Among Dr. Galyean’s premises are:



In essence we are not individuals but part of the universal
consciousness [which is God]. Realizing this essential unity,
and experiencing oneself as part of it, is a major goal for a
child’s education.

Because each person is part of the universal consciousness
which is love, each contains all the wisdom and love of the
universe. This wisdom and love is the `higher self.’ The
child can tap into this universal mind and receive advice,
information and help from it. This is usually done through
meditation and contact with spirit guides.

Each person creates his or her own reality by choosing what
to perceive and how to perceive it. As we teach children to
focus  on  positive  thoughts  and  feelings  of  love,  their
reality will become that.(22)

Dr. Galyean sums up her beliefs by saying that

Once we begin to see that we are all God . . . the whole
purpose of life is to reown the Godlikeness within us; the
perfect love, the perfect wisdom, the perfect understanding,
the perfect intelligence, and when we do that we create back
to that old, that essential oneness which is consciousness.
So my whole view is very much based on that idea.(23)

As Christians our response to New Age influences in public
school education can be carried out in several ways.

First, we must develop a relationship with the school. One
possibility might be through actively working as a volunteer
on campus in some capacity. Another is getting to know your
child’s teacher and his or her worldview.

Second, we must discern he particular bias of the textbooks
used in the classroom. Whether they are humanistic in their



approach or eastern and whether they properly treat the Judeo-
Christian world view.

Third, if we discover that our Judeo-Christian perspectives
are being sacrificed for the inclusion of alternative views,
then we must become politically involved and seek the election
of  individuals  to  the  school  board  and  other  effective
positions who reflect a more traditional stance.

Fourth,  we  must  continue  to  be  actively  involved  in  our
children’s lives. Furthermore, we must teach our children to
become discriminators. We cannot ever accept the idea that our
child’s education is someone else’s responsibility.

It is imperative that we educate others as to the problems
within the system and then take appropriate action.

As Christians, our response to New Age influences in public
school  education  can  be  carried  out  by  developing  a
relationship  with  the  school  and  getting  to  know  our
children’s teacher and his or her particular worldview.

We  must  also  be  aware  of  the  bias  represented  in  our
children’s  textbooks.  However,  more  importantly,  we  must
develop  a  deeper  relationship  with  our  children,  thereby
becoming the greatest of all the various influences in their
young  lives.  Unless  we  achieve  this  goal,  we  will  have
emotionally and spiritually lost the battle for our children’s
future.
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Satanism:  The  World  of  the
Occult – A Christian View of
Demonic Worship
Russ Wise provides a good understanding of why people are
attracted to a negative sounding practice: the worship of
Satan.  Looking at this issue from a biblical worldview, he
presents  information  on  how  God  can  free  people  who  have
bought into this lie.  From a Christian perspective, we don’t
need to fear them but instead stand ready to offer them the
deliverance found only in Jesus Christ.

[Webservant’s Note: Since this article was written in 1994, a
“new face” of Satanism has emerged, consisting of pagans and
atheists  who  claim  to  not  believe  in  Satan  yet  who  have
appropriated the name “Satanist” for themselves. Many of these
young “neo-Satanists” (to coin a phrase) deny the concepts of
good and evil, worship themselves, and take great offense at
articles  like  this  that  describe  a  Satanic-oriented
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description  of  their  chosen  set  of  beliefs.

Nonetheless, we believe Russ Wise’s original article is still
worth offering because of the high numbers of people drawn
into the openly occult practices described herein.]

The Growing Problem
The occult is on the rise; many young people are seeking their
spiritual identity through Satanism.

Satanism has become an issue of great concern in our society.
It is a phenomena that crosses the city limits into the rural
areas of our nation. Satanism is not just a big city problem.
The news wires carry story after story about young children
being kidnapped, only to be found later as victims of some
bizarre  ritualistic  crime.  To  help  us  gain  a  balanced
perspective of the subject, C. S. Lewis in his book Screwtape
Letters, says this about Satan:

There are two equal and opposite errors into which our race
can fall about the devils. One is to disbelieve in their
existence. The other is to believe and to feel an unhealthy
interest in them. They themselves are equally pleased by
both errors and hail a materialist or a magician with the
same delight.

As satanic involvement among our youth increases, we begin to
see the primary goal of such activity. It has become clear,
according  to  the  data  thus  far  analyzed  by  those  who
investigate satanic involvement, that the primary goal is to
alter people’s values and turn them against themselves, their
beliefs, family, God, and society.

When we begin to take a close look at the occult, it becomes
necessary to define terms. There is a great difference between
cults and the occult. The term cult refers to a group of
people polarized around one individual who is often a magnetic
personality. This individual has his or her own understanding



of truth, who God is, man’s relationship to God, the existence
of heaven and hell, as well as a number of other issues of
faith. In most cases such individuals incorporate some degree
of biblical truth into their teachings in order to gain a
certain amount of credibility and in order to deceive the
unwary.

The term occult means “hidden” or those things or teachings
that are “unknown” or secret. So, the occult is the seeking
after  knowledge  of  unknown  information,  knowledge  that  is
gained  beyond  the  five  senses.  Therefore,  knowledge  is
received by some supernatural involvement or connection.

Anton LaVey of the First Church of Satan in San Francisco,
California, says that

Satanism is a blatantly selfish, brutal religion. It is
based  on  the  belief  that  man  is  inherently  a  selfish,
violent creature… that the earth will be ruled by those who
fight to win.

Satanism  challenges  the  biblical  teaching  regarding  man’s
relationship to others. We are to esteem others better than
ourselves, and we are to be team players. In 1 Corinthians we
read  about  being  a  part  of  the  body  of  Christ,  whereas,
Satanism esteems the “self” over others.

Young satanists believe that the strong will rule with Satan.
Once they are sufficiently involved, they often make a pact
with Satan. They commit themselves to a future date when they
will take their own lives by suicide. They believe that if
they submit themselves to Satan in death, they will come back
in another life as a stronger being and rule with him forever.
According to recent statistics, fourteen young people a day
take their own lives. A major concern for those who uphold a
Judeo-Christian worldview is that this generation is becoming
detached and is losing all sense of morality. Many have lost
their mooring. It is imperative for the church, as a corporate



body, and we as individuals, to share the message that Jesus
Christ is the only possible solution to our emotional and
spiritual needs.

The Power that Entices
Power has become an obsession with young satanists. It is
sought after on the physical, mental, and spiritual levels.
According to one former occultist, the greatest lure into the
occult is “power” and “knowledge.” Not just corporate power
but  personal  power.  Gaining  knowledge  that  others  do  not
possess is another aspect of the occult. When an individuals
have more knowledge it affords them a degree of power over
those who do not have access to that knowledge.

Likewise,  Satanism  offers  its  lure  to  the  youth  in  our
society. Drugs and sex have become the bait that so often
ensnare the unsuspecting.

With the increase of satanic activity, a profile of those
involved in Satanism has emerged. They are generally from a
white, middle to upper-middle class family. In most cases they
are bright and do well in school; however, they are often
bored and are not challenged to meet their full potential.
They  tend  to  have  a  low  self-worth  and  are  unable  to
distinguish between right and wrong because of their relative
ethical system. They often have problems in the home and in
relating to other people around them. They use drugs and are
sexually promiscuous. It is a rare occasion when these last
two elements are not present in the mix.

Abuse, both physically and emotionally, is another aspect of
this mix. Young satanists are often abused children who know
no other way to relate to people. Some are a part of a multi-
generational family involved in worshiping Satan as savior.

Anton LaVey, Satanist High Priest of the First Church of Satan
in San Francisco gives us a glimpse of how Satan is seen in



his book The Satanic Bible:

We hold Satan as a symbolic personal savior, who takes care
of mundane, fleshly, carnal things.

Satan has attempted to usurp the place of Christ in redeeming
mankind. He has endeavored to establish himself as a god who
is equal to or greater than Jehovah and in a sense render God
ineffective.  LaVey  goes  on  to  say  that  “God  exists  as  a
universal force, a balancing factor in nature, too impersonal
to care one whit whether we live or die.”

Therefore, the Judeo-Christian God is inaccessible and has no
compassion. Thus, Satan becomes the solution to man’s deepest
needs.

Satanism leads one into bondage through mind control and fear,
whereas  Christianity  allows  the  individual  the  freedom  of
choice. We have the opportunity to either accept God’s free
gift of life or reject Him and simply exist separate from
God’s love.

An Agent of Change
Music has always been at the center of the youth culture. The
problem arises when the lyrics promote aberrant behavior. The
Night Stalker, Richard Ramirez of Los Angeles, believed that
Satan made him invincible. Police say the style of the brutal
rapes and 16 murders Ramirez committed resembled the lyrics of
the song “Night Prowler” on AC/DC’s LP “Highway to Hell.”

Along with Ramirez’ fascination with AC/DC, he used cocaine
and PCP in conjunction with a deep interest in Satan worship.
He believed that Satan would protect him and not allow harm to
come to him. According to a People magazine article as long
ago as September 1985,

Rock ‘n roll is turning too often to sex, Satanism, drugs
and violence for its major themes and corrupting the values



and views of unwary young people.

The lyrics of the last few years of the 1980s have continued
on a downward slope. Rachel Matthews, an artist and repertoire
representative for Capitol Records, recruits new groups for
her company. Her comments regarding a newly signed band reveal
what she, as one individual representing the music industry,
is looking for in a band:

I was just going, ‘Oh (expletive)! I’ve never heard anything
like this!’ I’ve heard plenty of metal and speed metal, but
it was just so intense and out of control, just like this
caged psychosis going on. I loved it, because you could
actually understand the lyrics. And even if they’re morbid
and gruesome, it’s really cool that you could understand
what they’re saying. It just makes it twice as evil. I like
that.” (Dallas Life Magazine, 1 July 1988)

The demo that interested Ms. Matthews in the group contained
songs like “Die in Pain” and “Foaming at the Mouth.”

The music that causes the greatest concern is the various
types of “metal” music. Metal has been classified into three
types.  First,  is  party  metal,  and  it  represents  the  most
popular style of music. Groups like Bon Jovi, Motley Crue, and
Def Leppard are representative of party metal. They tend to
glorify sexuality and the party spirit.

The second type is “thrash metal” represented by groups like
Metallica, Anthrax, and Megadeth. The primary focus of “thrash
metal” is violence and death.

The  third  type  is  known  as  “black  metal”  and  is  overtly
satanic.  The  lyrics  encourage  such  activities  as  incest,
necrophilia, rape, torture, and human sacrifice. Black metal
is represented by groups like Venom and Slayer.

King Diamond is perhaps the most satanic of all “black metal”
groups. He openly professes Satan and incorporates a large



amount of satanic activity into his performances.

Music has always been an agent of change in our society. It
tends to shape the moral attitudes of each generation. As
Christians we should be especially concerned about the lyrics
in the music of the youth culture. We cannot afford to allow
another generation to become polluted with the immoral themes
found in today’s music. As parents it is imperative that we
maintain  open  communication  lines  with  our  young  people.
Without open communication it becomes improbable that we can
affect the listening habits of our children. Second, we cannot
be hypocritical in our personal listening habits. Third, we
need to become familiar with the type of music our children
listen  to  and  be  willing  to  acknowledge  the  good  and  be
prepared to positively criticize that which is not appropriate
within our household.

Last, we as parents need to recognize that if our child is
involved in rebellious music, we must attempt to understand
what unmet need in his life is being met by his musical diet.

Galatians 5:19-21 says that

The deeds of the flesh are evident, which are: immorality,
sensuality, idolatry, sorcery . . . those who practice such
things shall not inherit the Kingdom of God.

Therefore, it is imperative for us as adults and youth to only
listen to and think upon those lyrics that would honor God and
His principles.

The Games of Destruction
Satan has used a number of tools over the centuries to ensnare
the  naive.  The  Ouija  Board  has  proven  to  be  particularly
useful. According to the Dictionary of Mysticism the Ouija
Board is “an instrument for communication with the spirits of
the dead.” The Ouija Board is an open door into the world of
the occult and demonic activity. Disembodied spirits speak to



the  living  through  the  medium  of  the  Ouija  Board.  This
information is believed to be truth from the other side and is
not recognized for what it is: Lucifer’s delusion to gain our
allegiance.

Jane Roberts, the author of The Seth Material, relates her
story regarding the Ouija Board. She was about to write a book
on ESP, and to stimulate her thoughts, she and her husband
used a Ouija Board to gain perspective. After a few sessions
they were able to receive messages from someone who later
identified himself as Seth. The use of the Ouija Board and the
gradual, but ever-growing, influence of Seth in Jane’s life
brought her to the point of possession. Her mind would enter a
trance state and a deep male voice would begin to speak,
indicating he had a message to get across to our world the
wisdom that it was only now ready for. Over a period of ten
years Seth produced through Jane over 5000 typewritten records
of alleged higher esoteric truth. Then Seth tried to kill her.
Though  she  had  not  previously  believed  in  demons,  this
experience changed her mind.

Internationally-known observer of the occult, Kurt Koch, says
that by the use of the Ouija Board revelations from the past
and predictions about the future are made.

Edmond Gruss tells us in his book Cults and the Occult in the
Age  of  Aquarius  that  there  have  been  “many  cases  of
‘possession’ after a period of Ouija Board use.” Supernatural
contact is commonly made through use of the board and has
become a primary tool of Satan in reaching young people.

The Rev. Donald Page of the Christian Spiritualist Church
reports  that  most  possession  cases  he  has  dealt  with  are
people who have used the Ouija Board. Francoise Strachan’s
book, A Company of Devils, states that the Ouija Board is “one
of the easiest and quickest ways to become possessed.”

The greatest danger of the Ouija Board is that an individual



begins to place his trust and future hope in the message the
board brings. As a Christian our only source of revelation
regarding future things is to be God’s Word. We are to look to
Jesus Christ and His teachings to properly understand our
problems  and  seek  a  solution.  Deuteronomy  18  tells  us  to
beware of mediums and those who practice divination.

1 Chronicles 10 tells the story of Saul who was unfaithful to
the Lord and consulted a medium, seeking guidance and did not
seek guidance from the Lord. Therefore, the Lord slew him and
turned the Kingdom over to David.

Christians can offer several reasons as to why one should not
be involved in the use of the Ouija Board. One is simply that
the  Bible  condemns  it  as  being  involvement  in  the  occult
(Leviticus  19:31,  20:6).  Another  relates  to  the  tragic
experiences of those who have been involved with this medium.
And then there’s the fact that the messages received are often
false and misleading. They are often obscene and contrary to
biblical teaching.

The following passages in Scripture give us, and those who
would seek God’s perspective, where to go for truth.

“And when they shall say unto you, seek unto them that have
familiar spirits and into wizards . . . should not a people
seek unto their God?” (Isaiah 8:19)

“If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, that giveth to
all men liberally, . . . and it shall be given him.” (James
1:5)

The Great Delivery
God is able to deliver those who seek Him. Victory is ours.
But first, we must receive God’s power.

We have been discussing the problems of satanic involvement.
Whether we become deceived by use of the Ouija Board, music,



divination or by Dungeons and Dragons, the end result is the
same occult bondage.

Mark Bubeck’s Moody Press book, The Adversary, gives us a
sound basis for applying sound biblical doctrine in resisting
the devil as he attempts to infiltrate our lives. Basic to all
victory of the believer over Satan is the absolute truth of
biblical doctrine. There is no substitute. The greatest key in
warfare against Satan is when we recognize that God’s truth is
our only offense.

Bubeck refers to “doctrinal prayer” as an effective tool to
use in spiritual warfare. The sixth chapter of Ephesians tells
us that we do not wrestle against flesh and blood but against
spiritual  forces.  We  cannot  effectively  engage  Satan  in
warfare on the natural plane; we must enter the spiritual
dimension to adequately challenge Satan and defeat him and his
host. According to Bubeck, doctrinal prayer

…is  the  practice  of  praying  or  applying  the  objective,
absolute truths of the Word of God as the hope and basis of
resolving our prayer burden.

Doctrinal prayer presupposes that we have a deep understanding
of the Scriptures. Bible memorization is a must for this type
of prayer.

Another aspect of our spiritual warfare is that of resistance.
We are called to resist the devil. The term “resist” basically
means to stand, to stand invincibly or successfully. We can
stand firm and remain invincible because of the sacrifice
Jesus made on the cross. Jesus was victorious over Satan at
the  cross.  As  God’s  people,  we  are  victorious  over  Satan
because of Jesus. We can successfully resist Satan as we stand
in right relationship with Christ. Since we are in Christ, and
He has all authority in heaven and earth, we are in the only
place of victory.

Ephesians 6 speaks of our spiritual armor. With the exception



of the sword, this armor is defensive in nature. We have the
victory; it has been won we simply need to stand our ground.
Satan has been defeated at the cross (Colossians 2:8-15) and
made powerless (Hebrews 2:14-15). The believer needs to stand
in  his  rightful  position  in  Christ  as  victor;  Jesus  has
already won the battle.

The Holy Spirit of God shows us the way to righteousness and
restoration. Satan attempts to convince us that we are so bad
that God wouldn’t want anything to do with us. He seeks to
convince us that there is no forgiveness for what we have done
or that we have committed the unpardonable sin.

The Holy Spirit uses God’s Word to give us hope and assurance
of God’s love and forgiveness, whereas Satan creates despair,
doubt, resentment, and anger toward God, His Word, and His
people. Satan intends for us to feel as though no one as bad
as we are could ever really be saved.

Doctrine and right understanding is important to our spiritual
welfare. It is the foundation upon which everything stands.
Without it we are subject to every wind that blows, every
false teaching that Satan would use to lure us.

As believers in the Lord Jesus Christ who have trusted in His
blood atonement, we have a vast number of tools to render the
enemy ineffective. Power, position, authority, total victory
over Satan’s world belong to us. All that remains is for us to
appropriate  God’s  promises  and  recognize  our  position  in
Christ, focus our attention against the devil’s work, and to
rest in what our Lord has done for us.

Satanism is a growing concern in our culture. With this growth
comes a great deal of confusion and a lack of understanding.
The following information is designed to help you understand
the problem by clearly defining the different aspects of the
occult and giving you concise information that you can use.



Defining the Occult
Cult

A cult is a group of people polarized around an individual
with  a  magnetic  personality,  who  deviates  from  orthodox
Christianity by distorting the central message of the Bible by
additional  revelation  or  by  introducing  their  personal
understanding of primary biblical doctrines such as the person
of  Jesus  Christ,  heaven,  hell,  salvation,  atonement,  the
virgin birth, etc.

Occult

Secret or hidden knowledge. This knowledge is not discerned by
the  five  senses  and  is  therefore,  supernaturally  received
through the practice of divination.

Witchcraft

The  use  of  scripturally  forbidden  supernatural  powers  to
manipulate people and events. Commonly known as the “craft of
the  wise”  or  “wicca,”  the  worship  of  nature  and  feminine
energies  mother  nature.  Witchcraft  is  manifested  in  two
opposing views: white magic, and black magic or witchcraft
(see Deuteronomy 18:10)

White Magic

The use of supernatural power to manipulate a person or an
event to bring about good. The practice of divination is used
to bring about “positive” results such as knowledge, healing,
etc.

Black Magic

The use of supernatural power to manipulate a person or an
event to bring about evil or destruction. Manipulation is
achieved by use of rituals and the casting of spells.



Satanism

Unlike Witchcraft, Satanism is the worship of Satan, formerly
known as Lucifer, and the practice of Black Magic. Satanism is
a reaction against the Christian church and the Word of God in
particular. Satanism promotes a do-what-you-want attitude and
is ultimately the worship of oneself.

Categories of Involvement
Individuals involved in satanic activity fall into one of four
categories:

• Multi-generational international organization
• National organizations
• Independent self-styled groups
• Individual dabblers

The greatest increase in involvement is among the latter group
the dabbler. The dabbler is, in most cases, from a middle to
upper- middle class, caucasian home and is a user of drugs and
other controlled substances.

The  larger  concern  is  not  in  the  number  of  young  people
involved in satanic activity but what they are capable of
doing when they become absorbed in the worship of Satan.

Satanism centers around involvement in animal sacrifice, blood
ritual, sex, the use of drugs and sometimes murder. According
to “The Addiction Letter” (1/89),

Most Satanism revolves around a drug and alcohol dependent
lifestyle which glorifies violence, hate, lying, stealing,
and vandalism. The involved youngster craves a higher power
to validate . . . chemical dependence and Satan fills the
spiritual void.

The Mental Profile of the Dabbler

• Rebellion



• Boredom
• Low self-worth

Warning Signs of the Dabbler

The dabbler is likely to have difficulty relating to peers and
in  most  cases,  they  have  withdrawn  from  their  family  and
religious heritage. They tend to become involved in a variety
of the following:

• A drop in grades
• Burglary
• Drug use
• Physical and sexual abuse
• Mind control
• Animal mutilation
• Increased hatred
• Murder
• Suicide

Drug  abuse  is  the  common  denominator  in  all  levels  of
Satanism.  Drugs  have  become  the  primary  source  of  mind-
altering experiences for the Satanist, thereby, giving him a
false sense of power and spiritual potency.

Characteristics that may indicate satanic involvement

• Avoiding family members
• A change in friends
• Becoming secretive about activities
• Loss of interest in extra-curricular activities
• Personality changes
• An unusual interest in books, movies, videos, etc. with an
occult theme
• Use of drugs and alcohol
• Lack of attendance of worship with family

Individuals are recruited into satanic groups by any number or
combination of the following:



• Free drugs or sex
• Companionship
• Power
• Money
• Pornography
• Personal choice

Satan’s Goal

According  to  scripture  (Matthew  4:9,  2  Corinthians  4:4,
Revelation 12:9), Satan’s goal is to deceive man by blinding
him to the truth of the gospel and to receive worship for
himself (Isaiah 14:12-14). On a more practical level Satan
desires to alter an individual’s values and turn them against
themselves, their beliefs, family, God and society.

The Church of Satan

Anton Szandor LaVey formed the Church of Satan in 1966. LaVey,
the author of The Satanic Bible, is perhaps the most common
source of satanic ritual and understanding available to young
people  today.  It  can  be  found  in  most  large  secular
bookstores.  The  Satanic  Bible  has  sold  more  than  600,000
copies since it was first published by Avon Books in 1969.

Secret things

Another  common  denominator  in  satanic  groups  is  secrecy.
Individuals keep a journal of activity, rituals, charms, or
messages in a notebook, blank book and sometimes even a floppy
disc. This information is often written in an alphabet that is
not widely known. Alphabets commonly used by occultists are:
the witches alphabet, the celtic alphabet used by the Druids,
the Enochian alphabet, the Egyptian and others.

Personal Initiation

Initiation  plays  a  major  role  in  group  activity.  Through
initiation an individual is given a chance to declare total



allegiance to Satan by participation. Often one will sever a
portion of a finger or a toe to indicate their commitment to
the unholy one.

Other  acts  include  being  a  participant  in  a  ritual  where
mutilation of an animal or human is a part of the activity.
These acts are usually video-taped to be used at a later time
to keep the individual in line if need be. In some cases a
criminal act is perpetrated where the initiate is involved in
a key role. An unholy communion of sorts is taken during
initiatory rituals where a cup or chalice (usually stolen from
a church) is used containing a mixture of wine, blood (human
or animal) and urine. Satanism is not for the faint-hearted.

Other methods of initiation include body markings. An inverted
cross may be burned into one’s forearm or chest, etc.

Body Markings

Commonly used markings include the following (it is important
to note that body markings can be used for the preparation of
a sacrifice, as well as initiation into a group):

• Goathead
• Inverted cross
• Skull
• Pentagram
• Baphomet
• MENA (amen)
• Black rose
• Swastika
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